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Confucius, he say, “Man in the States and at Hemsby cannot
publish magazine on time.”

Entrepreneur,
savant, wit,
demagogue
and editor
Keith ‘Hat’
Woods
demands that
we “HOLD

has been suggested that the reviews of the 2003
stomp comprised some of the finest writings ever
to appear in these hallowed pages. Well, what a
daunting task for yours truly, attempting to fill
those mighty shoes.
The Ponderosa gets bigger and better each year,
the third stomp now occupying two halls, handled
with such aplomb by promoter and roots music
fan of such dedicated intensity, Dr Ike.
Proceedings kicked off around 5pm but the TFTW
team did not quite make the deadline, reaching
the venue a little after 5:30pm, by which time
Lady Bo was well into her stride. This demure,
elegant lady, complete with low-slung guitar, once
provided the glamour and more than a little
feminine finesse in the band behind the bad and
mighty legend that is Bo Diddley.

THE

FRONT
PAGE!”

Night One
Tuesday April 27

Her delicate fragile frame proved immediately
deceptive as she boogied her way through her
master and mentor’s ‘Mona’, displaying some
tasty licks on ‘Roadrunner’. ‘I’m Sorry’ she
specifically dedicated to Bo, with the inclusion of
snatches of doo-wop standards that Diddley
seems to always include in his act these days,
bowing out with her signature ‘Lady Bo’. She had
certainly impressed me and I would love to see
more. Ideal, methinks, for club dates within the
U.K. circuit; even by trading on the obvious
connection she would no doubt pull a fair crowd
providing sufficient publicity was put out.
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The first time I had heard about this amazing
extravaganza was by reading a review a couple of
months after what was the first ever stomp back in
2002 in one of our glossy competitors Mojo who,
true to form, hardly did the event justice; barely a
page was felt to be sufficient by our colourful but
inferior comrade.
Come 2003 'Tales From The Woods' was indeed
prepared, despatching a crack team at enormous
expense to the Crescent City consisting of our
highly talented marketing manager Ken Major, the
mathematical genius that is Shaky Lee Wilkinson
(who did such a superb job controlling the TFTW
expense account) and, taking care of the
diplomacy, treading upon the thin ice of AngloAmerican relations, John ‘Mr Angry’ Howard. It

BREAKING NEWS
Piers Morgan joins TFTW,
turn to page 5.
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Willie Cobb contrasted totally with Percy; not just
in style being more blues-soul, his voice more
guttural, but in every way. Willie certainly don’t
believe in dressing up for the occasion, looking
like he just split reluctantly from digging up his
garden. Believe me, only the Wellington boots
were missing! But wonderful all the same as he
blew some nice gob-iron on ‘Mean Ole World’ and
‘Jukeing’ whilst ‘Love You All The Time’ proved
more soul than blues as did his final number ‘No
Place To Go’ (no, not the Howlin’ Wolf tune).
With the Hi rhythm section departing the
bandstand, yours truly made an exit too for the
downstairs hall, passing lonely boy Mark Lamarr
en route, as usual in the company of only a bottle
of Bud. He offered me a nod of acknowledgement
in the way that only a jet-setting celebrity could
provide. Upon arrival, the man who had played
with 'Tales From The Woods' creator and editor’s
no 1 blues hero Howlin’ Wolf for around twenty
years, Henry Gray was seated at the keyboards
backed up by a three piece band of lead guitar,
bass and drums, looking far fitter and healthier
and certainly sounding far more inspired and
enthusiastic than at his Utrecht Blues Festival
appearance a couple of years back. Although well
into his set, I did catch him working out on blues
standards ‘It Hurts Me Too’, ‘Worried Life Blues’
and the almost compulsory ‘Sweet Home Chicago’
along with a nod to his late boss on ‘Little Red
Rooster’.

The stage soon turned around - there ain’t too
much messing about at the Stomp, believe me.
Non-plussed, an air of total casual expertise that
only a musician of the magnitude of James
Burton can project, drums placed centre stage,
the one time sideman of Ronnie Hawkins
(amongst others) took his place at the drum kit.
Matt Lucas provided us with his brand of rough,
roadhouse, journeyman Rock'n'Roll; a speeding
‘Maybelline’ would certainly have attracted the
attention of the traffic cops.
The humorous, very politically incorrect lyrics to
‘Ugly Woman Blues’ placed a smile upon the face
of ace picker Jimmy Burton as he fought to hold
the balance as tight as possible; not too different
from what many of us Woodies would have
witnessed at either Hemsby or club dates. Very
much in the same vein were ‘Low-Down Dirty
Blues’ and ‘Ooby Dooby’; the latter spent much of
its two and a bit minutes off-key. Before departing
from the spotlight he gave us ‘Baby Let’s Play
House’ naturally allowing Burton to hit some
wonderful licks in his quiet unassuming way
before Lucas bowed out with his calling card ’I’m
Movin’ On’.

Somewhat ironically, as I made my way out into
the humid Louisiana sunshine, leaving the man
who had played on Howlin’ Wolf’s ‘Little Red
Rooster’ that had such tremendous influence on
young European fans of forty years ago one of
whom was standing on the sidewalk, drink in
hand, chatting to D J Fontana. I refer to Keith
Richard; what a great photo opportunity had I
dared to intervene on erstwhile lead guitarist of
the Rolling Stones and one time drummer of one
Elvis Presley from Tupelo, Mississippi. Oh, that
reminds me; didn’t the Stones have a big hit many
moons since with ‘Little Red Rooster’? Have to
check that out with ace Stones fan John ‘Mr
Angry’ Howard.

From roadhouse Rock'n'Roll to deep southern
soul within minutes as the Hi rhythm section took
their places, running through a couple of
instrumentals one of which being the perennial
‘Green Onions’ before out strolled the wonderfully
attired soul legend Percy Wiggins. In a doublebreasted white suit and off-white silk shirt, the
beauty of his voice matched the elegance of his
presence. Soulboy, you would have been
immediately despatched to soul heaven as Percy
wrapped us in his warm and tender baritone; ‘Ain’t
No Lover Love Me Like You Do’, ‘Daddy’s Home’
had the rapidly filling hall reaching for their
hankies. A splendid rendition of Sam Cooke’s
‘You Send Me’ that would have made the late,
great soul’s first mentor and master proud. Percy
barely broke into a sweat as he drained every last
ounce of emotion from ‘Turn No More (In My Life)’
and finally ‘Love And Happiness’. If by reading this
you get the feeling I was impressed, darn right I
was; this was something else.

Back in the main hall, making my way through the
‘ready to party’ throng, steel guitar maestro John
Buckiehore was setting up, the ever-calm James
Burton at his side tuning his Strat. Yours truly
spotted that untamed bundle of nervous energy
Dale Hawkins hovering stage-side; he was not
billed but, with so many acts either too sick to
perform or simply not in the mood, Dale’s body
language suggested he was here for a reason.
Buckiehore ran through an impressive ‘Steel
Guitar Rag’ before the electric bass guitarist
(sorry, didn’t catch his name) played homage to
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one of Jimmy Burton’s former bosses with a
particularly good workout on ‘In The Ghetto’.

described Dale Hawkins as hitting the stage like
a tornado. Nothing to add folks; arms flailing,
semi-acoustic slung long, he looked like a
Rock'n'Roller about to do business. Jimmy Burton
hit the intro of ‘Suzie Q’, wild and menacing,
sounding like it should. Me, I screamed for mercy
as one of the great Rock'n'Roll moments of all
time unfolded before my eyes and ears. Burton,
with a sly grin on his face, let loose with the guitar
solo that shook the rafters and took out the
windows, sound cranked up to near maximum
and, believe me folks, the crowd were going ape.
The years seemed to roll off Dale as he blew the
house in with ‘Little Pig’ a known favourite of my
TFTW fellow traveller; I speak of course of the
Hastings Whirlwind, Martyn Harvey. Loosening
the pace a little on the more pop-oriented ‘La De
Dah’.

That roving bluesman of Excello Records,
originally from around Crowley, Louisiana and now
apparently residing in every major blues festival
worldwide, Lazy Lester strode on to the stage,
straw hat perched upon his crown, guitar in hand.
With a country band on stage it would be no
surprise to find the 70-year-old Lester in a country
mood. He has, of course, been reviewed within
these hallowed pages a number of times
previously and, for reasons already equally well
stated the, 'Tales From The Woods' editorial
board makes no secret of their admiration for the
old scallywag. Soon he was wrapping those warm,
off-key Louisiana blues vocals around the Hank
Williams tune ‘Your Cheatin’ Heart’ before ripping
a page out of the Merle Haggard songbook with
‘Lonesome Fugitive’.

‘Number 9 Train’ came next; legs wide apart the
cat was rockin’ like his life depended on it, blowing
up a head of steam which would have left one of
Paul Sandford’s 4-6-2s huffing and puffing in its
wake. Paying homage to the wonderful Sister
Rosetta Tharpe on ‘Bound For Glory’, a rendition
as fine as it could be from the rocker from
Shreveport, Louisiana. No doubt many a memory
was fondly recalled for Jimmy Burton as Dale hit
us with ‘My Babe’, reprising ‘Suzie Q’ which, if
anything, was even louder and rawer than before.
Did I enjoy this? You bet! My knees are weak, I
need a drink.

As Lester placed his guitar back on the stand and
pulled out a gob-iron from the hip pocket of his
jeans, Kim Wilson, he of Fabulous Thunderbirds
fame, took his place upon the bandstand; no
doubt harmonica duets would soon abound. It
proved to be a great deal more than that; the band
kicked ass as Lester and Wilson blew their hearts
out on a couple of Lester nuggets - ‘I’m A Lover
Not A Fighter’ and ‘Sugar Coated Love’ which had
me indulging in a little free expression, pogoing
complete with a silly wide grin on my face whilst
fellow 'Tales From The Woods' traveller Bernard
Donovan looked towards my direction with a
benign smile upon his sun-kissed face.
Over the years us TFTWoodies have witnessed
some wonderful Sonny Burgess gigs, at one
point considering this Sun Records’ Memphis
rockabilly legend got better upon each outing.
Opinions of our contributory subscribers aside,
one thing is for sure; he rarely performs an under
par gig. Sonny at Battersea Town Hall back in the
final years of the last century or at the turn of this
one at the rockabilly festival of O.D. proportions in
Las Vegas are definite standouts that blew us
away. Tonight, dressed in black slacks, black shirt
and complete with black hat, looking grizzly tough,
fit and healthy and many a year younger, by all

TFTW’s highly talented Marketing Manager Ken
Major in his magnificent review of the 2003 Stomp
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east of London some 120 miles, Willie’s every
command may be met with due subservience but
here it don’t mean a damn thing!

accounts stepping in to fill the shoes of a number
of this year’s no-shows. Some very tasty razor
sharp licks on his Strat or trading licks with Deke
Dickinson who performed above and beyond the
call of duty over both days allowing no musical
boundaries to curtail his imagination.

In appearance Jay reminded me of the late Jackie
Lee Cochran or maybe a slightly more menacing
looking Charlie Gracie. One thing’s for sure, the
guy looks the business; collar of his black shirt
turned up, matching black slacks, a more than
respectful quiff for a man of his certain age, no
sign of greying, amazing. The obligatory semiacoustic held high, left leg quivering in
coordination with his lip as he opened with
‘Memphis’ paying homage to the Tennessee town
of the man just departed stage left and was now in
conversation with TFTW Marketing Manager Ken
Major.

Opening with a knockout take on ‘Made For You’
the quality of the guys behind him gave the kat a
chance to stretch out a little. No sign of aging in
that voice on a powerful rendition of the Smiley
Lewis composition, transformed into worldwide
fame by one Elvis P, ‘One Night’ as well as
checking another legend, Chucker B from St
Louis, Missouri on ‘Let It Rock’. Even the long
gone blues god Elmore James found his way into
his set list with a rendition of the done to death
‘Sweet Home Chicago’, although saved by taking
snippets from other Elmore’s such as ‘Sunnyland
Train’. Naturally we got ‘Red Headed Woman’, ‘My
Bucket’s Got A Hole In It’ and ‘We Wanna Boogie’
on which he got pretty close to matching Dale
Hawkins on the raw energy meter. Close to the
encore of ‘That’s All Right Mama’ he reminded
those who perhaps might need reminding of the
importance of that little studio in Memphis and
Sonny’s place in the scheme of things. ‘Shake,
Rattle And Roll’ performed upon being called back
to the stage along with a high energy take on
‘Tear It Up’. Excellent; you done Memphis proud
tonight.

The song ‘Billy Cannon’, Jay proudly told us, was
considered by many an aficionado as the best
song about American football ever written. Well,
being as I know even less about the American
version of the English born game than most
Americans know about cricket, I can’t comment.
But what I can say is it was a good rockin’ three
minutes or so. Next up, dipping into the Don
Gibson songbook so indelibly stamped on Joe
Public’s consciousness via the Brother Ray
version ‘I Can’t Stop Loving You’, proving that Jay
is adept at handling a quality country ballad.
‘Castro Rock’ was a boppin’ ditty concerning
rockin’ activities, discovered in the country ruled
by what was, until recent events made redundant,
America’s number one bogeyman since the late
1950s.
‘Rock'n'Roll Angel’, no relation to ‘Rockin’ Little
Angel’ or indeed ‘Earth Angel’ kept up the pace as
did a tribute to Chuck Berry which included
snatches of a number of his tunes. No doubt Jay
is a big fan of the Merry Mr Berry as this was the
second checking he gave to his hero during his
set. Well received by the heaving throng he was
called back for an encore which he provided with
a more than able take on ‘Singing The Blues’.
Good set! Should put in a sterling performance at
his forthcoming virgin appearance at Hemsby,

Jay Chevalier, the boy with the snarl from the
bayous, who without doubt is as pleased as punch
to be en route for Hemsby next year, even chose
to name-check Willie Jeffery from the stage of the
Rock’n’Bowl, New Orleans which only brought a
look of puzzlement to the faces of the audience.
Many a head turned to the next nearest head;
“Who’s he?”, “Who’s Willie whatsisname?”, “Willie
who?”. Sadly, five thousand miles from the sun
drenched coastline of Norfolk upon the Anglia
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sympathetic backing allowing.
* * * * * *
Coming up next month folks R&B legend, one
time member of Ike Turner’s Kings of Rhythm
Dennis Binder; the Wailers whose job to review
will be passed on to that expert on all things
Rock'n'Roll instrumental from Hastings, East
Sussex, Martyn Harvey; the dude with the cherry
red Gibson, Ray Sharpe and Chicago bluesman
of Chess records fame, Billy Boy Arnold. Phew!
And that is just for the first night. Over the next
months we will be covering the Ponderosa Stomp
in its entirety. A number of the acts that appeared
at Ponderosa Three were at Ponderosa Two; any
background information you require can be found
in Ken Major’s excellent reviews from issue 33
onwards. Also our trip to the near tropical storm,
rain drenched Festival Internationale at Lafayette,
Louisiana; the blues jam night at the Grant Street
Dance Hall also in Lafayette; the Saturday
morning visit to Fred’s Lounge in Mamou; the
Liberty Theatre in Eunice; Irma Thomas on home
ground at her club, the Lion’s Den in new Orleans.
Got a lot of writing to do and a great deal to look
forward to in future issues. Got to go now folks,
running out of time and space. See you on page
43 for The Buzz.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

One of our musical birthday boys this month is
Billy Swan who attains the age of sixty-two on the
twelfth of May. Born in the small southeast
Missouri town of Cape Girardeau the son of
Jasper Ray and Mary Johnson Swan, Billy Lance
Swan grew up listening to the country stars of the
day such as Hank Williams and Lefty Frizzell
before being turned on to Rock’n’Roll when Elvis
Presley, Jerry Lee Lewis and Buddy Holly came
along. At the age of sixteen he wrote ‘Lover
Please’ which was recorded by Bill Black’s Combo
before Clyde McPhatter took it into the US top ten.
Curiously the song only charted in Britain through
the Vernon Girls!

Keith Woods
(pictures courtesy Ken Major)









We’ve been hoaxed!

For a time he boarded with Elvis’ uncle Travis
Smith and assisted with minding the gate at
Graceland. Moving on to Nashville he helped out
around Columbia Studio B. Teaming up with Tony
Joe White he produced White’s first three albums
which spawned the hit singles ‘Polk Salad Annie’
and ‘Groupie Girl’. As a musician he played bass
for Kris Kristofferson and rhythm guitar for Billy
Joe Shaver prior to launching his own recording
career with Monument..

After extensive
investigation, we find that
Piers Morgan is actually
joining the dole queue.
Sorry for misleading you.









SHAKY LEE’S MAY
MODICUM
May I present to you the Record Mirror top twenty
th
dated 14 May 1960:
1.

Someone Else’s Baby – Adam Faith (Parlophone)
Do You Mind? – Anthony Newley (Decca)
Shazam – Duane Eddy (London)
Handy Man – Jimmy Jones (MGM)
Fall In Love With You – Cliff Richard (Columbia)
Sweet Nuthin’s – Brenda Lee (Brunswick)
Stuck On You – Elvis Presley (RCA)
Cradle Of Love – Johnny Preston (Mercury)
Heart Of A Teenage Girl – Craig Douglas (Top
Rank)
Three Steps To Heaven – Eddie Cochran
(London)
Standing On The Corner – The King Brothers
(Parlophone)
Footsteps – Steve Lawrence (HMV)
My Old Man’s A Dustman – Lonnie Donegan
(Pye)
Beatnik Fly – Johnny & The Hurricanes (London)
Theme From A Summer Place – Percy Faith
(Phillips)
Tease Me/Ooh! La La – Keith Kelly (Parlophone)
Let The Little Girl Dance – Billy Bland (London)
He’ll Have To Go – Jim Reeves (RCA)
Stairway To Heaven – Neil Sedaka (RCA)

Cathy’s Clown – The Everly Brothers (Warner
Bros)
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In 1974 he wrote and recorded the million selling ‘I
Can Help’ which was an American chart topper,
reaching number six over here. The follow-up
failed to make the charts but his great slow
version of ‘Don’t Be Cruel’ made the UK top fifty in
May 1975. In December of that year Jerry Lee
recorded two cuts of ‘I Can Help’ which rather
surprisingly remained un-issued for more than a
decade. The first take features some inspired
piano playing whilst the second slower version
contains the amusing aside “Think About It Elvis”.
Another tenuous link with the Killer is that, as a
member of Black Tie, Swan played on the tribute
track ‘Jerry Lee’ from the album ‘When The Night
Falls’.

Robbie Brennan, Jerry was in good spirits and on
fine form. He was on stage for nearly one and a
half hours with just one number from the new
release being included, the country ballad ‘One Of
Them Old Things’.

The standout songs performed that night in my
opinion were excellent versions of ‘Meat Man’,
‘Crazy Arms’, ‘Money’, an up-tempo ‘Mexicali
Rose’, ‘Mean Woman Blues’ and ‘High School
Confidential’.

I have only seen Billy Swan once – at the
th
Weavers on 8 April 1995 – where his backing
band included Wes McGhee on lead guitar and
Stuart Colman on bass. He rocked too, and I was
most impressed with his versions of ‘Rave On’,
‘My Bucket’s Got A Hole In It’ and ‘Driving Wheel’
which he co-wrote with T-Bone Burnett.

Meanwhile the recently released twofer CD from
Australia’s Raven Records is a cracker. It
combines 1973’s Southern Roots LP with the
Boogie Woogie Country Man album from 1975.
The former adds a rockin’ ‘Margie’ and ‘Cry’ to the
original ten titles and the CD is augmented with
four tracks from the Odd Man In LP. So you get
no less than twenty-seven choice Killer cuts with a
neat and informative booklet for less than 50p per
track.

When I visited the Sun studios in May 1998 Billy
Swan was there recording, and a CD well worth
listening to resulted with the title ‘Like Elvis Used
To Do’. He currently resides in Sherman Oaks,
California with his wife of thirty years Marlu, and I
reckon Billy Swan is an ideal candidate for
Hemsby or one of the other rockin’ weekenders
held in this country.
Bop To Be Wilkinson







Just over a year ago Raven teamed up ‘Another
Place Another Time’ with ‘She Even Woke Me Up
To Say Goodbye’ plus half a dozen tracks from
She Still Comes Around (To Love What’s Left Of
Me). This company deserves your support, which
may then encourage them to license and issue
further Jerry Lee goodies from the Mercury
catalogue.



SHAKY LEE’S JUNE
JOLLIFICATION

Here is the Record Mirror Top 20 for the week
th
ending 29 June 1957:

Well who would have thought that Jerry Lee Lewis
would be back in the UK so soon, commencing
his tour with Chuck Berry at the end of this month.
No doubt I will see some of you at the Royal
nd
Festival Hall on 2 July.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Nine years ago in June the Killer embarked on a
short European tour which included just one
English show at London’s Forum. A new CD –
Young Blood – had just been issued to favourable
reviews
and
expectations
were
high.
Accompanied by Moetta Hill, the loyal Mr
Lovelace, J R Byrd on bass and Irish drummer

19.
20.
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Yes Tonight Josephine – Johnny Ray (Philips)
Gambling Man – Lonnie Donegan (Nixa)
When I Fall In Love – Nat ‘King’ Cole (Capitol)
Little Darlin’ – The Diamonds (Mercury)
Around The World – Ronnie Hilton (HMV)
All Shook Up – Elvis Presley (HMV)
Around The World – Bing Crosby (Brunswick)
We Will Make Love – Russ Hamilton (Oriole)
Butterfly – Andy Williams (London)
A White Sports Coat – The King Brothers
(Parlophone)
Mr Wonderful – Peggy Lee (Brunswick)
Rock-A-Billy – Guy Mitchell (Philips)
Around The World – Gracie Fields (Columbia)
Fabulous - Charlie Gracie (Parlophone)
Island In The Sun – Harry Belafonte (RCA)
Butterfingers – Tommy Steele (Decca)
A White Sports Coat – Terry Dene (Decca)
Freight Train – Chas McDevitt & Nancy Whiskey
(Oriole)
Cumberland Gap – The Vipers (Columbia)
School Days – Chuck Berry (Columbia)

The weekly Sunday Come Down and Meet The
Folks sessions organised by ex-Rockingbird Alan
Tyler will be suspended during the European
Football Championships this month – I can
already imagine Mr Angry gnashing his teeth at
th
the news! They will re-commence however on 4
July from 4pm to 8pm with James Hunter and His
Band appearing shortly after 6pm. The action
takes place at the Fiddlers Elbow, 1 Malden Road
NW5, just three minutes walk from Chalk Farm
tube station. With good records played and free
admission what more could a Woodite ask for?

Colin Taub

Exclusive Tailor for Edwardian Teds
Specialising in mainly Teddy Boys Suits

Looking ahead to August, Bo Diddley is set to play
nd
rd
at the Jazz Café on the 2 & 3 whilst the Great
British R&B Festival boasts a phenomenal 1000
artistes over four days (yes, one thousand!). The
headliners include Mighty Mo Rogers, Sista
Monica, Eddie Clearwater, Billy Branch, Sean
Costello, Earl Thomas, Sharrie Williams and
Sherman Robertson.

Colin Taub is a
specialist tailors and
has been long
established as a
family business for
over 30 years in the
east of London

Bunter is already drooling at the prospect of
returning to East Lancashire, having ventured to
Burnley for the first time at Easter. The festival
th
th
runs from 27 to 30 August in Colne. A free
festival brochure is available now and can be
obtained by calling 01282-661234.
Whoop It Up Wilkinson







Edwardian Suits
Drapes and Drainpipes
Western Jackets
Box Jackets
Gambler Coats
Tail Coats
Ladies’ Jackets
Pencil Skirts
We may also create from your own design



Wayne Hopkins (Houserockers) tells us that he
will be performing at the Tijuana Club with his new
band playing some of his original material in a
Mingus style. The club is in the basement of St
Christopher’s Inn, Borough High Street, London
Bridge on a Wednesday night so pop along and
have a listen. Admission £5.

Unit 11, Broadway Market Mews, Hackney E8 4TS
Tel: 020 7275 9735 Mobile: 07801 549251









THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL
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“After The Cock-Up” – 16th
April TFTW Meet-Up

Haley went into the studio to record “Rock Around
The Clock”. Following the Greek tradition of
smashing crockery, Soulboy shattered his wine
glass.

Perhaps it was as a result of The Great King &
Queen Fiasco last month (see TFTW 40), but
there was a smaller than usual turnout for our
th
meet-up on April 16 at the Shakespeare pub in
Holborn. I arrived late, having had to travel down
from Staffordshire that day, and by the time I got
there (around 8.15), there were only ten present.
There was just time enough for me to grab a quick
pint of London Pride before the scheduled
departure for a meal. While I drank, I had time to
indulge in the usual ritual of checking out
everybody’s CD purchases of the day, to pick up
the latest Stompertime rockabilly collection from
Dave Travis, and to check out Brian “Bunter”
Clark’s photographs from the Burnley festival.

Despite valiant efforts we could not finish all the
food, though there was no such trouble with the
wine. We went our separate ways around 11.30.
As there is no photographic record of this event, I
have included one I prepared at an earlier meetup.

Around 8.30 Dave T departed for the south coast,
Bunter and Lee Wilkinson opted to stay in the pub
to finish their drinks, and the Magnificent Seven –
“Brain” Jessup, John “Soulboy” Jolliffe, Ken Major,
Tony Papard, Tony Wilkinson, Keith Woods and
myself – headed towards Bloomsbury in search of
food. Tony W. had suggested the Konaki, a Greek
restaurant in Coptic Street which offered a set
meal for £10.50. Though the restaurant was full,
we were promised a table in 20 minutes which
enabled us to visit the nearby “Plough” hostelry in
Little Russell Street for a quick half (well, I had a
pint, but I had some catching up to do). The pub
was surprisingly quiet for the West End on a
Friday night, with a small group watching football
at one end of the bar, but the beer was good.

Alan Lloyd

Or as seen from a slightly
different viewpoint

THE MOB MEET-UP
(an imaginary story by written by Tony 'The Teddy-boy
Thug' Papard when high on something the rest of us
couldn't get hold of.)

The Rockin' Geriatrics Mob were meeting in one
of
their
favourite
watering-holes,
The
Shakespeare in Kingsway. First to arrive was 'Big
Bossman', Tony 'Al Capone' Wilkinson, with a
case containing his machine-gun. Dressed in a
smart suit, he ambled up to the bar, pushed in
front of a line of customers waiting to get served,
grabbed the arm of the nearest barmaid who was
pouring a drink and said, “Line up 20 bottles of
lager and five double-whisky chasers on the
house, honey, and make it quick or it'll be the St
Valentine’s day massacre all over again.”

Back at the Konaki, having dithered for several
minutes between the set meal or a la carte, we
compromised on the meze for seven at £15.50
per head (in the event, it could have fed twice as
many). This was complemented by four bottles of
house wine. Perhaps this cost more than some
had expected to pay, but the food was good and
the service by a trio of waitresses was friendly, so
there were no complaints. Conversation topics
included the possible re-unification of Cyprus, the
Ponderosa Stomp and the best place to eat near
its Mid-City Lanes venue, Ken’s pending
retirement, and an article in that morning’s
Guardian about the first Rock’n’Roll record. We
declined
to
discuss
Soulboy’s
favourite
supermarket.

The barmaid eyed the machine gun pointing at
her and the rest of the bar staff, and they all
stopped serving their customers and rushed
around to fulfil Big Bossman's order. By this time
Lee 'Killer' Wilkinson (no relation) had arrived.

As usual we drank a toast to the recently departed
– Alistair Cooke, Peter Ustinov, Jan Berry of Jan &
Dean, and (belatedly) Estelle Axton, co-founder of
Stax records. Tony W. proposed a celebration of
th
the 50 anniversary of the birth of Rock’n’Roll,
which he defined (and I would agree) as 7pm on
th
th
April 14 (or was it the 12 ?), 1954, when Bill

“You're late, Killer!” snarled Big Bossman, “I had
to order my own drinks. I'll have to send The Moll
around later to redecorate your pad.”
The Moll was Pamela Wilkinson, a lady with a
fierce reputation who, with her female motorcycle
gang Hell's Belles, could be relied upon to trash
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Killer's pad in 10 minutes flat.

Woodland and finally Keith 'The Hat' Woods, who
always kept everyone waiting.

“Oh no, Big Bossman, not The Moll! Please, I'll do
anything - I'll liquidate the Crazy Cavan gang, I
know how they annoy you.”

“Woodsy”, said Big Bossman, “You've f****d up
again! I checked up and the restaurant is doublebooked with a party from the Lesbian and
Transvestite Scuba Diving Group. Get up there
pronto and give 'em a meal of hot lead. I'm gettin'
hungry!”

“Leave Cavan alone!” snapped Big Bossman, “I
kinda dig one of their records. I'm using it as my
signature toon.”
Big Bossman snapped a switch on the side of his
machine-gun case and out of a double speaker
boomed a line from Cavan's 'Wildest Cat In
Town': 'Six feet tall and five feet wide, when I walk
dahn the street people step aside'.

Keith 'The Hat' wheeled around and stormed up
the road to clear the Italian restaurant for The
Mob, whilst Big Bossman finished his last bottle of
beer and whisky chaser.
“OK, let's scram!” said Big Bossman, turning his
machine-gun on the crowded bar as he left and
spraying it with bullets. As bodies piled up
everywhere and the survivors ran for cover, Big
Bossman shouted, “The beer was warm! Put it in
the goddamn cooler next time!” and he then told
The Mob to follow him up the street to the Italian
Job bistro.

Sure enough the crowd in the bar parted, like the
Red Sea before Moses and the Israelites, as Big
Bossman and Killer made their way to a large
table near the door. Killer didn't need to be told
again what to do; he whipped out his sub-machine
gun and decorated the table with a ring of bulletholes, smashing six drinks in the process. The
table's occupants fled into the street as Killer
swept the smashed glass to the floor with his gun
barrel and pulled up a seat for Big Bossman.

As they left the bar, Tiddles looked around at the
carnage, then just trotted off obediently with The
Hatchetman and The Mauler. “He ain't hungry,”
explained The Hatchetman, “he got well fed when
we gunned down those two pigs on bikes what
tried to stop us doing a ton up the motorway.”

Just then Charlie 'Posh Boy' Dale arrived with
'Mad Dog' Dart, Brian 'Jackboot' Jessup, Johnny
'Jack-knife' Jolliffe and Aggro Annie, one of The
Moll's gang members and Johnny's partner.
Jackboot went to the bar to get their drinks and
the rest sat down around the table. There weren't
enough chairs, so 'Mad Dog' bodily lifted a chair
occupied by a 20 stone man up above his head,
walked over to the door and flung the guy across
the sidewalk into the road where he narrowly
missed being run over by a 59 bus.

“They were big fat meaty pigs”, said The Mauler,
“but I do hope their crash helmets don't give him
indigestion again. It was bad enough when he ate
old Mrs Wallace next door complete with her
Zimmer frame, I was up all night with him
bellyaching. And he was shitting iron tubing for a
week afterwards.”
People fled the sidewalks as The Rockin'
Geriatrics Mob proceeded past Holborn tube
station, machine-gunning everything and everyone
in sight. Buses, taxis, pedestrians - the street
looked a mess by the time The Mob arrived at the
restaurant. Keith 'The Hat' had done his job well; a
neat pile of dead dykes and drag queens lay
stacked up by the door, the tables were all empty,
and the servile bar staff were on their knees
begging to be spared the fate of the Scuba Divers.

The Howard-Angrys arrived with their pet cat
Tiddles on a leash. John 'The Hatchetman' and
his wife Mary 'The Mauler'. immediately
demanded a litre of beer each. “We've just
bulldozed the house next door, and our throats
are full of brick-dust,” said The Hatchetman. “Yes,
their bloody hedge was overshadowing my
pansies” said The Mauler, “so we just flattened
their poxy little house. Dunno if they were in it at
the time. Serves 'em right if they were for making
my pansies wilt!” Tiddles was straining at his
leash and snarling at other customers, baring his
fangs. Bengal tigers tend to do that when you take
them into a pub full of tasty evening snacks
drinking their beers.

Big Bossman sat down at the head of the table
and barked: “My Mob will have the T-bone Rhino
steaks, done rare 'cos we like to see the blood
and guts. Oh, and 20 bottles each of your finest
red and white wines.” Kenny 'Mod Masher' and
'Gayboy' Tony started their usual wine whine, but
caught Big Bossman's snarl and thought better of
it. They didn't even protest when 'The Hat' lit up
one of his foul roll-ups and blew the smoke in their
face. They'd already seen what Pam 'The Moll'
Wilkinson and Nasty Nikki, Keith's girlfriend, could
do to their pads, and their faces. Tony 'The

Over the next hour The Mob began to assemble 'Gayboy' Tony 'The Teddy-boy Thug' Papard,
Kenny 'Mod Masher' Major, Brian 'Busta Jaw'
Clarke, Alan 'The Ozzie Psychopath' Lloyd,
Martyn 'Hardman' Harvey, Nick 'Cosh Boy'
Cobban, Martin 'Mad Mac' McClure, Darren
'Vicious' Vidler, Dave 'Wotcha Effin' Lookin' At'
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Teddy-boy Thug' had already received a broken
nose and smashed lip from these two Hell's Belles
and didn't want to mess with them again. He'd
tried to get a face-lift on the NHS, but was told by
the doctors that not even a thief would lift a face
like his. The hospital nurses and doctors got hot
lead injections from 'The Teddy-boy Thug' for that
remark - you don't joke about The Mob and live to
tell the tale.

dawgy!
The 300 – 350 strong crowd was first treated to
the aural delights of DJ Logic. The man span
records from his extensive collection and mixed in
other tracks and samples over the top, much the
same as DJs do the world over in fact. Some bits
were good and some bits were crap but on the
whole the crowd seemed more than happy to sit
back and just chill out.

So they all drank toasts to the 1,000 or so victims
they'd dispatched in the past month, enjoyed their
rhino steaks and finally tipped the Italian Job staff
with a full-colour poster of The Salisbury bar
massacre the previous month. The Italians at first
mistook it for a picture of Spaghetti Bolognese
with lashings of tomato sauce, till they realized
what it was and assured Big Bossman there'd be
an even better free meal and 60 bottles of wine
'on the house' waiting next month for The Mob.

The most memorable bit was when DJ Logic told
everyone that he only had 6 minutes to go. On
hearing this, a group of lads in the crowd shouted
out “Six minutes Dougie Fresh you’re on!” This
being in reference to a line from Inspector Gadget,
a song by Mr Fresh himself.
Fishbone aren’t my favourite band, I like some of
their material but when I saw them last year in
London I wasn’t too impressed; it was going to be
interesting to see if it was them or the
environment that they played in last that was the
catalyst.

Tiddles got up from under the table where he'd
been snoozing, burped and coughed up a police
crash helmet, then followed The Mob out on to the
street. The staff at the Italian Job restaurant left
for Sicily the next day, figuring they stood a better
chance with The Mafia than with The Rockin'
Geriatrics Mob.
(All characters in this story are fictional. Any
similarity to real people is entirely coincidental.
Apologies to anybody who is offended by this
yarn. The Killer - Jerry Lee that is - once said 'the
only thing I've killed in my life is possibly myself',
and all Rockin' Geriatrics and their partners are
good guyz'n'galz, looking after their mothers,
helping old ladies across the road and rescuing
little pussy cats from high tree branches. Like you
and Jerry Lee I've never killed anyone in my life just assassinated a few good characters along the
way!
Tony 'The Teddy-boy Thug' Papard







Dr Mad Vibes, aka Angelo (lead singer and sax)
entered the stage to a well executed piece of
poetry. God knows what it was about, but it did go
down well with the crowd. This was followed by a
wall of noise that sounded like everyone was
playing a different tune. They all settled down for
the next song and things warmed up a bit. The
Ska / Reggae / Jazz / Punk sound came across
reasonably well.



Marffa's Muffins

After a bit of bantering, the audience started to get
in to it a bit more. Party at Ground zero was
received very well with many people dancing
around to the Ska tinged beats. This included
Angelo getting off stage and going in to the
audience to encourage a bit more dancing.

Fishbone – Breckenridge Colorado 17/04/04
I booked a week skiing in the Rockies back in
March (we’re paying him too much – H). After
doing so I was pleasantly surprised to see that
‘The Spring Massive’ (a general festival of good
things) was going to be on during the time I was
there. Apart from special deals on beer and food,
they also had a couple of free gigs.
So it was on the Saturday I found myself, feeling
rather delicate, in front of a stage watching
Fishbone in glorious sunshine. Delicate due to
my imbibing of copious amounts of beer the night
before; it was 3pm and I was feeling as rough as

Shortly after that, he grabbed hold of a 7-year-old
girl in the crowd and danced with her on stage.
This made her day and, judging by the look on her
father’s face, his also. “You tell em when you go
back to school that you danced with Fishbone”,
said the hyperactive lead singer. Somehow I was
sure that her fellow students would look on baffled
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by such a comment, but hey, she was having a
good time.

hospital on Feb 27. He was having prior
respiratory problems which were being attended
to at home. While in hospital they discovered a
cancerous tumour, having to remove his bladder
as the tumour was near his kidneys. Hickey, 69
was excited about an upcoming concert at the
Hemsby Rock’n’Roll Festival and regrets not
being able to make the appearance. He sends all
his fans his love. - Johnny Vallis

A tribute to George W Bush – Lyin’ Ass Bitch –
got a mixed reception. Some people whooped
with delight while others just looked on astounded;
I got the feeling that they weren’t sure what to do.
The end of the song culminated with a rant that
basically called George Dubbya all the names
under the sun. Now that was funny!



Other songs came and went during the ½hr set,
the jaunty – Alcoholic – being one. At the end of
the gig, the crowd faded away content and
pleased with what they had witnessed. Me? I felt
good as well; I felt that I had seen a better side to
Fishbone, a more coherent side. I’d go again!

Timi Yuro succumbed to brain cancer Tuesday
afternoon in Las Vegas. Timi was born Rosemarie
Yuro in Chicago in 1941. Her family moved to Los
Angeles when she was nine and opened an Italian
restaurant, where Timi began singing. She signed
with Liberty Records when she was 18 and placed
eleven songs on the charts in a five-year period,
including the #4 song, ‘Hurt’, as well as ‘Make The
World Go Away’ and ‘What's A Matter Baby (Is It
Hurting You)’. Timi had been plagued by throat
problems throughout her career. She retired in the
'70s, and after surgery to remove nodules from
her vocal cords, she was ordered by doctors to
temporarily suspend talking, let alone singing. But
when ‘Hurt’ became a surprise #1 hit in the
Netherlands twenty years after its success in the
U.S., she resumed performing and touring,
playing to sold-out concert halls throughout
Europe. Her health problems continued, though.
Timi lost her larynx to throat cancer two years ago
and then was diagnosed with an inoperable brain
tumour – a battle she finally lost.

Exuding influences from acts as diverse as Iggy
Pop on ‘Are you gonna be my girl?’ And the
Beatles – Look what you’ve done. It also has
smatterings of Black Crowes (similar mainly due
to the piano work), and Pink Floyd. This lot are
hot, with a capital H!
They are big and getting bigger, expect to see
them cropping up a lot on the festival circuit this
year. For more info and perhaps to be able to
download
a
track
or
two
go
to
www.jettheband.com

MM




Sensational ‘60s pop singer Timi Yuro passed
away at age 62 at her home in Las Vegas at 4:00
p.m. on Tuesday, March 30, 2004. Robert, her
husband, and Isabelle, her roommate and close
friend, were with her, along with two hospice
nurses. She slipped away very peacefully in her
sleep. Private arrangements have been made for
her ashes to be spread on her mother and father's
graves in Cicero, Illinois. Timi's top ten recording
of ‘Hurt’ - made when she was eighteen years old
- remains as one of the best vocal performances
of ‘60s pop music.

Released last September to rave reports – Get
born is the first album from this four piece from
Melbourne.





More sad news, Timi Yuro has passed away.

Jet – Get Born





I still consider her reading of the song 'The Night
Time (Is The Right Time)' to be THE definitive
version, better even than the original by Nappy
Brown and streets ahead of those by Ray Charles
and Bobby Darin. Hopefully it will get reissued on
CD soon.
Tony Wilkinson



Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits
I repeat below a message just received from
Johnny Vallis explaining why Ersel Hickey had to
drop out of the forthcoming Hemsby.



April 20, 2004 - Ersel Hickey was admitted into
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THE AGE OF THE
DINOSAURS

assisted by an electric motor I believe, and later
acquired a modern electric vehicle which he could
actually sit in. The families who had lived there for
years started leaving for the New Towns being
built around London. Ma White and her brood
from next door went to Harlow, and we waved
them off. Ma White herself seemed to almost fill
the back of the pantechnicon removal van, let
alone the rest of the family and all their furniture.

PART TWO
There seemed to be no Asian or black children in
our school or in Wood Green at all in the early
1950s. My brother put it very charmingly when my
dad was driving us back from Central London to
Wood Green in his car (my parents had split up by
then). Looking out of the window as we passed
through the Finsbury Park area my young brother
(aged about three or four I guess) spotted a black
man and shrieked out: ‘I didn’t know black people
stretched to here!’ Although this conjured up
visions of elastic people, he was right – the Irish
community were centred on Camden Town and
Kilburn, the Greek-Cypriots were also around
Camden Town, the Chinese in Limehouse and I
suppose most of the early Jamaican immigrants
were in the Notting Hill area.

A black family moved in, the Camps from
Barbados, and they sub-let a room upstairs to a
Polish woman. Multiculturalism had arrived in
Wood Green. My grandmother, very prejudiced
against any foreigners, was scared stiff of her new
neighbours at first but, within a few weeks, she
was baby-sitting for them and trying out Barbadian
recipes such as sousse and pig-trotter stew. This
was the same person who had told my mother,
when she was dating my Greek-Cypriot father and
had invited him over to Sunday dinner, ‘I’m not
having any black men in my house!’ Of course,
once she met my dad he charmed her so much
that she said he was welcome to come any time.
Only later did she fall out with him again, when the
marriage went sour.

Of course in those days, long before political
correctness, we used to sing the old children’s
rime ‘Eeny Meeny Miny Mo’ with its racist words
and not think anything of it, or even know really
what it meant. My mother overheard us one day
and told us not to say that word. She was not
referring to the ‘n’ word, however, but one in the
next line. ‘It’s “if he hollers” not “hollows”’ she said.
As babies, she used to sing me and my brother to
sleep with lullabies with lines such as ‘Go to sleep
my babby, my piccaninny babby’ or even ‘little
n****r babby’, but was told these weren’t nice
words and offended black people, and to sing ‘my
curly headed babby’ instead. However the next
line was left intact, which was just as offensive:
‘Your daddy’s in the cottonfields working with the
coons.’

I can’t remember when the railways went over to
electric lighting, but it was probably in the 1960s
sometime. Steam was gradually replaced by
diesel, and only much later by electric traction.
The early engine-less diesel trains were called ‘rail
buses’, and I first
encountered one on
the Saffron WaldenAudley End branch line
in 1958.
I can still remember
the hum and swish of
the trolley buses. I used
to ride them to and from
college, collect their
numbers at one time
(and those of motor
buses – the old RT sticks in my mind, and the
then brand new RM Routemasters), and I used
trolley buses to ride into town with my
grandmother who wouldn’t use the Tube. Trolley
buses didn’t go through Central London. The 629
from Wood Green stopped at Howland Street, just
off Tottenham Court Road. I hardly remember the
original London trams, but I just about recall being
taken on one of the last ones in about 1951.

A friend of mine has old pre-Second World War
comics which are full of racist stereotypes, little
‘Chinky’ girls and black children with rings through
their noses, the lot. So it is not surprising that that
generation grew up with views slightly to the right
of the National Front. They used to have Empire
Day and salute the flag, promising to spread the
Empire wider still, until the German Nazi regime
decided they’d copy countries like Britain and try
to win an Empire of their own. What a marvellous
precedent we set for old Adolf! My mother’s
generation even sang songs running down
German Jews before the terrible War, which
made all such anti-Semitism completely beyond
the pale.

London Transport in those days was very efficient,
and covered a huge area including most of the
Home Counties. Bus route numbers went like this:
1-299 were the red London buses, 300-499 were
the green Country buses which went out as far as
Luton and Leatherhead, 500-699 were the trolley

It was towards the end of the 1950s that things in
our street started changing. They dug up the old
gas lampposts and put in those concrete sodium
monstrosities. The milkman gave up his horse
and cart for a little wagon he pulled by hand,
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buses and the 700s were reserved for Greenline
limited stop buses from Central London to the
Home Counties. So when we moved out to
Welwyn Garden City in 1961 the London
Transport buses (albeit painted green) and LT bus
stops made it feel like London. I don’t remember
any night buses in those days. On the Tube old
red 1930s stock prevailed. The first silver
coloured, fluorescent tube lit stock first appeared
on the Piccadilly Line in the late 1950s. Of course,
buses and Tube stations were then mostly lit by
old-fashioned light bulbs. We used to call Holborn
the ‘daylight station’ because it was one of the first
to be lit by fluorescent tube lighting.

Jack The Ripper, child prostitution and
workhouses.) I guess every generation looks back
at their childhood through rose-tinted spectacles.
Hallowe’en was just another date in the calendar
in England (no dressing up, no Trick or Treat, no
pumpkins), and New Year’s Day was the same,
just an ordinary working day.
To our younger readers all this
must sound quite prehistoric,
which is why I have called this
article The Age of the
Dinosaurs. An era with no
colour television, no mobile
phones, no computers, certainly nothing as sissy
as deodorant for men, no CDs nor even vinyl
records – most people just had a radio which we
called a wireless set. It wasn’t quite in the
Dinosaur era, but looking back now it almost
seems to be.

Woolworths were in every high street, and sold
absolutely everything on large wooden counters
divided up into sections with white on red price
tags (later red on yellow). Strange globular lights
covered in some kind of netting with two chains
hanging down from them (originally gas?) were a
unique feature of their stores. You could also get
served a meal in Woolworths. They were the
original ‘5 & Dime’ store, and came across the
Atlantic selling everything for a shilling or
sixpence. Those low prices didn’t survive the
Second World War.

Now where did I put that old cylinder recording of
‘Rocket 88’? Must be worth a fortune.
Tony (Noah) Papard



In the immediate
post-war
years
taxi cabs were
blue and black
square
boxes
with a spare tire
on the back, built
in the 1920s. Police cars were black and had bells
not sirens, as did ambulances. All motor vehicles
had non-flashing direction indicators which
actually popped out like a pointer. (However the
man walking in front with a red flag had been
dispensed with, except when participating in
Labour Party May Day parades! The affluent
Westside of Welwyn Garden City always had a
Rolls Royce in its May
Day
procession,
but
that’s another story.) In
the early 1950s Belisha
beacons didn’t flash on
and off either. Dr Who
type police boxes littered
the streets. There was
little crime because you
never knew when a
couple
of
policemen
would come around the
next corner.







MAY SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.
Welcome to the latest soul chit chat.
CD OF THE MONTH
TROUBLED WATERS....
DEEP SOUL FROM THE
DEEP SOUTH...
Grapevine 3010
SAM DEES Troubled Waters : PATTERSON TWINS
Two Wrongs Don't Make It Right : BILLY CEE I Believe
In Love : RUBY WILSON Bluer Than Blue : McKINLEY
MITCHELL The Town I Live In : King Floyd I'm Missing
You : HANK SAMPLE If You See That Girl Of Mine :
TOMMY TATE Hold On : DOROTHY MOORE Two Of A
Kind : JIMMY DOBBINS A Quitter Never Wins : SAM
DEES Say Yeah : JOE WILSON When A Man Cries :
CAROLYN FAYE Warm Loving Man : JOE JOHNSON
The Blind Man : TOMMY TATE Get It Over Anyway :
BETTY & CHARLES You Can't Find Love : JOE
CHAPMAN I'll Be Your Everything : EDDIE HOUSTON
I Won't Be The Last To Cry : CHARLES WARREN I'm
Praying : ANITA MITCHELL Lovin' On Borrowed Time :
HARAN GRIFFIN No Time To Lose : J COUNT
HUGHES Why Oh Why : SAM DEES My World.

Oh dear, I’m sounding
just like my grandparents
waxing lyrical about the crime-free halcyon days
when they were growing up with no Teddy boys,
flick knives or race riots (just the Victorian evils of

Grapevine quietly, without any real fanfare, have
been releasing some really classy CDs over the
last few years, gaining a reputation for some
reliable quality soul. They have secured a
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licensing deal with Malaco, which gives them a
wealth of material to plunder from, as we found
out last year with AMERICA'S MOST WANTED
(see TFTW 35); then they presented in-demand
up-tempo sides geared to the cross over soul
scene.

you running around to his baby's house to beg
forgiveness on his behalf. The marvellous
Patterson Twins produce a masterful display of
deep soul, one of their best ever cuts.
New names to me, and there are plenty, shine like
beacons. One of the best tracks on the CD has to
be Joe Wilson, his quivering vocal dexterity will
make you reach out for the Kleenex. Charles
Warren will amaze with his deepness. Another
peach of a track is the killer cut from Joe Johnson,
pleading Southern country style of the highest
order on his tale of misery. Another glory is Billy
Cee, who's actually happy and in love, on his high
voiced charming ballad. Jimmy Dobbins just drips
soul with his crushing deep offering, as does J
Count Hughes, his vocals draw you in like a
sponge to his heartfelt problem, over a prominent
guitar support, which rewards this absorbing
melodic ditty. And so it goes.....

This latest offering
is the deeper side
of Southern soul as
Grapevine dig deep
into the vaults of
Malaco, presenting
mainly
obscure
tracks from the
seventies.
From
opening the trap
door to the finish
line, this album mirrors slashed wrists, buckets of
tears, broken hearts, sleepless nights, all the
ingredients that make up great deep soul.

If you are thirsting for deep ballads, you will be
happy with this welcome release. Goddam this is
one of the best deepies ever.

Any release with soul icon Sam Dees on has to be
snapped up, and the incomparable Alabama
heavyweight cult is right on song. Here his
inspirational,
incredibly
un-issued,
opener
'Troubled Waters' is a stunning churchy uplifting
piece. It opens with solo piano before Dees and
heavenly choir come in with a typical Dees tale of
wedlock relationship woe, wailed over a truly
imaginative arrangement. Dees’ voice is at his
impeccable best, punctuated with gospel cries
and spiritual moans. His other two appearances
are his prized 1978 Polydor single I have, 'Say
Yeah' and 'My World', both are equally as
stunning. It goes without saying Sam Dees is
quality and then some.

RATING (out of 5) 5 Soulboys


PRESTATYN 2004
NORTHERN
AND
MODERN
WEEKENDER 5th to 8th March 2004.

SOUL

After some remarkable navigating by David 'Jazz
Junction' Carroll, which included hitting possibly
the only rush hour traffic jam in Wales, we arrived
at some forgotten corner of North Wales to join
some 3000 other Soulsters for a weekend of soul.
Checked in, received keys, wristbands and found
our way to our awaiting chalet. Through choice we
have selected from the budget range of
accommodation, which was typically unpleasant; it
was freezing cold, damp, dirty, windows hanging
from their putty etc. Guests of Her Majesty would
be better housed.

But then so is Southern state soulster Tommy
Tate who has a world wide reputation among
sixties and seventies soul collectors, being one of
that great league of talented hardworking
Southern soul luminaries whose chart career bore
no relation to their true worth. Tate never released
a duff record, his raspy, tortuous, expressive
emotional, vocals never fail to shudder. His two
cuts here are as good and intense as anything
he's released on numerous labels over the years,
gut tearing soul at its mightiest. 'Hold On' and 'Get
It Over Anyway' with its haunting female's oooooo
in the background, "Why don't you carry me on to
the graveyard, as far as you're concerned I'm
there anyhow", get the picture!

The heating was on full blast but failed to heat the
rooms, as David and I fought to snuggle around
the tiny wall based unit. We are plunged into
darkness, silly us you have to buy electricity
tokens to provide light. For a meal there was a
choice of the Beachcomber Cafe and that's it, the
worst cauliflower cheese I have ever had the
misfortune of consuming, pig swill, that's being
polite. Do pigs eat cauliflowers? Stomachs
churning, we returned to the Igloo, wrapped up to
keep the bitter cold out, swigging Jack Daniels we
await the other two co-ordinates sharing our cell.

There is a great urge to pace every track as it's
that good, but I will flash briefly across the soul
firmament. McKinley Mitchell's recut 'The Town I
Live In' lacks the rough bite of the original, but
nevertheless it's an elegant recut, anyway it's such
a classic song it could never fail to excite. Another
deep hero King Floyd is on great form with 'I'm
Missing You', his distinctive gritty vocals, will have

Collecting all keys on check in, with no way of
contacting them, this created another problem; do
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we wait or hit the action? Got to have a beer. The
establishment had a twenty-three licence, so
that's no problem. Returning one key to check in
resulted in more problems later when we are
finally united with Dave Thomas and comrade, but
the obnoxious check in clerk was left red faced.

a fine array of musicians, the Midnight Hour Band,
with little rehearsal were well up to the task.
Perry's set featured what I wanted to hear,
including, 'Amazing Love', 'My Book Of Love' 'One
Touch', 'Spirit Of Love'. 'Heart Of My Heart' was
something special as he reached amazing
boundaries of soul perfection; a tear came to my
eye. He was stupendous, captivating everybody
with his extensive control over his passionate
singing and falsetto range. A sheer stunning soul
performance from someone who deserves all the
adoration he receives. An act I shall always
remember.

The well laid out establishment had five arenas,
the Northern soul room, and Modern soul room,
both huge. A very up market Queen Vic, no
nicotine stains dripping down the wall, where the
turntables sprung forth with hot groovy R&B
flavours. Redemption room, well not really a room
but an area with a transported portable dance
floor surrounded by curtains. Finally the house of
soul, a relaxing cosy room with settees upstairs.
This was good as we cased the joint to find what
was on offer. Brilliant sounds, some recognisable
some obscure, blasting from every corner. I had
basically come for the live acts, but it became
quite obvious over the weekend that the priority to
a huge amount of attendees was to dance.
Whatever time of day or night the dance floors
were in full cry, fed by dee-jays who had come
from all over the country to spin their round plastic
things.
The first night I became addicted to the Modern
soul room where some amazing treasures from
yester year were played, Randy Brown 'Always In
The Mood', Bobby Womack 'Why Did You Break
My Heart' James Brown 'Get On Up' mixed in with
some modern gems that have been big on the
scene over the last couple of years, Ann Nesby 'In
The Spirit', John L Jones 'I'll Go', Koffey Brown
'After The Party'. Tonight the live music was in the
Modern room, which surprisingly was only half full.

Phil Perry

I was on a high and could have danced a hole in
the floor, as I pranced around awhile, before I
succumbed and headed back across the wet
grass to the dingy cell, wrapping up in bed with my
Pontins duvet and a few layers of clothes to keep
the cold out.
Next morning I thought a hot bath would just be
the thing to warm up with. Wrong. It's heaven as
the hot water poured from the tap, the steam
cased the room, but alas escaping through the
gaps around the window frames. Suddenly my hot
water rations had run dry, after just two to three
inches the water reverted to ice cold. Never mind
it was warmer outside and breakfast called. Well
the Beachcomber was most certainly off limits for
the risk of food poisoning, the fish and chip shop
looks distasteful. A drive out of camp was
required. Fellow chalet sharers are up, and we
headed for Rhyl for the afternoon.

First up 12.30 am was a PA from Gary DesEtages. His Nu-Soul appearance was OK but
nothing special, a nice cover of the Change
classic 'Glow Of Love' though. One of the main
reasons for freezing in the Welsh hills was to
witness live the legend that is Phil Perry, once
lead singer with the mighty Montclairs in the
sixties. Since re-emerging as a solo artist in the
early nineties, in the main has had to content
himself within the confines of backing vocalist on
numerous other artistes’ albums and concerts,
this being Perry's first visit to the UK to display his
intense prodigious vocal talent.

A tour of £ shops results in 100 pegs and 5 socks.
But more importantly food, a small restaurant
supplied the need with a great value three course
roast dinner. Back at the camp it was a case of
getting out of the spartan conditions as quickly as
possible and back into the complex. Even the
warmth of the slot machines was appealing.
Spent time browsing through the many
records/CDs/mags/DVDs that were available to
buy, if you have a sugar mama.

From the moment he
stepped on stage, the guy
defied
description,
his
amazing
stratospheric
falsetto, left you speechless,
sending shivers up and
down the spine, as he
allowed
his
voice,
a
multifaceted instrument of breathtaking virtuosity,
do the talking. Assembling around Perry was such
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As I awaited the midnight hour showcase, I found
myself drawn between the Modern Soul room,
where the quality of records never seemed to let
up, evergreen faves, The Dells 'Bring Back The
Love Of Yesterday', David Sea 'Night After Night',
Lew Kirton 'Somebody's Digging The Dirt On Me',
Brotherly Love 'Whole Lot Of You In Me', and the
packed Redemption room, where the atmosphere
could be cut with a knife, hot and sweaty, with
some tremendous soul tunes blasting out of the
speakers, along with some incredible dancing,
twirls, splits in the confined space was quite
amazing. Meanwhile bundling back to the
Northern social hall, which was really buzzing for
the live show.

expression.

And so to the legendary Baby Washington, who
looked really stunning, and naturally received the
largest ovation of the evening, so far. Maybe her
voice was a little frail, but that didn't seem to
matter as she tore the place apart, with biggies
from her extensive songbook. The trouper’s
unique class shone on 'Hey Lonely', the classics 'I
Can't Wait Until I See My Baby's Face' and 'That's
How Heartaches Are Made' followed, bowing out
with 'Leave Me Alone'

The Midnight Hour Band opened the show with
the Eddie Bishop classic 'Call Me'. First up was
hugely popular Northern fave Melvin Davis,
dressed in a snappy white suit, and black shirt,
looking every part like he’s been to the hood and
back. He was magnificent, highly entertaining, and
sounded great, his rich charismatic voice grabbed
your attention instantly. He opened with 'Chains
Of Love', followed by a great crowd pleaser, a
song he wrote that somehow ended up with
Darrell Banks’ 'I'm The One That Loves You'. 'I
Must Love You' and 'Find A Quiet Place' followed,
before he was joined on stage by his son Bryan,
duetting on 'I Need My Baby', this went down well
with the appreciative audience.

Could this evening get any better? Yes, as Phil
Perry made his surprise entrance. Tonight he
moved back to the sixties, performing two old
Monclairs gems. 'Hey You Don't Fight It', then
onto the highlight of the weekend for me, and I
guess the majority, as the opening bars of his
Northern monster, 'Hung Up On Your Love'
brought the house down. I'm sure some of the
audience wet themselves with excitement, as the
room erupted. Phil I'm sure was taken back as the
whole auditorium sang along with him, an
unforgettable magic few minutes.
But this pinnacle was nearly overtaken as Baby
Washington re-entered for her most loved
legendary ditty 'It'll Never Be Over For Me'. One
by one the other artists accompanied her on stage
for the song and final jam. An absolutely epic live
presentation. I wonder if the legendary Apollo
shows were something like this?

Melvin was followed by Cody Black, who had a
wee bit of blues in his soul. His big frame stalked
the stage in a superb set. 'Going Going Gone' was
sung first followed by 'It's Our Turn To Fall In
Love'. 'Mr Blue' was expected and that's what we
got next, brilliant. His Northern biggy followed to
rapacious delight, 'I'm Slowly Moulding', whipping
the hall into a stomping frenzy.
So it is last minute replacement Bobby Hutton's
turn to follow what had already been a
tremendous start. The up-tempo 'Lend A Hand'
downed the pace for the song he's famous for,
'Come See What's Left Of Me'. Apparently the
band only had time to rehearse two of his songs,
so 'Lend A Hand' got a more funky second airing.
He seemed a bit miffed with the band, wandering
around the stage with a sort of happy but puzzled

A quick flit to the modern room to catch a great
set from Steve Hobbs’ turntable, before returning
to the igloo, which strangely (when on a well
satisfied musical high) didn't seem so bad after
all.
No more live music was to be had so David and I
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called it quits Sunday morning and headed home
to a hot bath. The atmosphere was terrific, a
totally laid back roaring success. The 5 arenas
catered for every soul avenue with its sheer
diversity of genuinely underground soul musical
styles. Would I go again, you bet I would, if they
allow tents on the lawn.

jazzy reading given to 'Wishing On A Star',
beautifully delivered, the keyboard solos and fills
were superb, as was UK sax supreme Snake
Davis who joins the stage with some protruding
sax solos in a most splendid manner. The whole
place swayed to a really nice version of Michael
Jackson's 'I Can't Help It', where once again some
riveting Snake Davis blowing stripped the paint
from the cafes walls. 'Stop, Look and Listen' kept
the compelling mood intact, as did 'Nothing Has
Ever Felt Like This Before' joined by backing
singer Tan, for a duet, they got to grips vocally,
crooning their sensually emotional feelings for
each other was a magic moment, the crowd went
wild with unbridled enthusiasm.

Thanks to Dave Thomas for the Prestatyn photos.
LIVE
WILL DOWNING
29th March 2004
In the late eighties when Will
Downing burst onto the scene he
sold out places like Hammersmith Odeon and the
Dominion on the strength of his joyous ditties 'A
Love Supreme' and 'In My Dreams'. In more
recent times he has been relegated to more
intimate surroundings of the smaller venues,
which is more rewarding for the spectator.
With some eleven albums under his belt, each
one receiving rave reviews, strangely he's never
really been able to break out into the big soul
league, he ought to be up there with the Luther
Vandross's of this world. He is probably his own
worst enemy, as his smooth jazzy soul is just too
good for mainstream attention. Touring to
promote his latest output EMOTIONS finds him at
the Jazz Café, and what a night. He simply oozed
class as he took to the stage and launched into
'Love To Ball', backed up by his own impressively
tight and unobtrusive five-piece band, sets the
atmosphere and pace for the whole evening. His
distinctive sensual smooth baritone was attentive
as he warmed up his chords on the mid tempo,
from the new CD, 'The Rhythm of U & Me'.

'Do You' found more heights in Downing’s vocal
ability, and alas finished the show. No way was
our man going to leave without performing his
pension number. Returning for the encore, again
with Snake Davis in tow, he tore into 'A Love
Supreme', which rocked impressively, interwoven
with snatches of 'The World Is A Ghetto', the
whole audience responding with the chorus,
bringing the evening to a joyous finale. The
converted hope it wouldn't be long before he
returns again, just maybe the unconverted will find
out what a truly talented guy Will Downing is. One
of the finest soul vocalists around without doubt.

What followed was
a well balanced
and
neatly
executed display
of Downing's high
quality
ballads,
with a plentiful
dollop of old and
new, as he spun
around his many releases. He proceeded with
'Don't Talk To Me'. Downing's most charming
characteristic, being his smooth laid back
approach which runs through his act like a thread.
"How are y'all", he asked in all believable
seriousness, "been a long time". His act included
a smattering of the classic covers that he has
made almost his own, like Niecey's 'Free' his
delivery rose to an effortless crescendo. An
excellent 'I'll Go Crazy' followed the same path.

Many thanks to Dave Thomas for the photos and
help with some of the tune titles.
LOST SOULS
JOHNNY BRISTOL
Johnny Bristol, singer, songwriter and producer
was in my eyes another of the great unsung soul
singers. He leaves behind a legacy of quality
momentous moments. Born John William Bristol,
3 February 1939 in Morgantown North Carolina.
He began singing in school and church choirs. He
relocated to Detroit, Michigan in 1956. His career
began properly, when he first recorded in 1960, as

Any doubts that Downing is not one of the finest
soul vocalists around, was proved with the lovely
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part of a singing duo with Robert 'Jackey'
Beavers, whom Bristol first met and sang with
while in the US Air Force, as Johnny And Jackie.
First for Gwen Gordy's and Billy Davis' Anna label,
debuting with 'Lonely And Blue', then for Gwen
Gordy and Harvey Fuqua's Tri-Phi label, which got
them known around the Detroit area.

still to encompass projects on the Osmonds,
Johnny Mathis, Tom Jones, Jerry Butler, Tavares,
CHECK IT OUT album amongst others, and of
course Margie Joseph's finest moment with the
album FEELING MY WAY.
A move to Atlantic in 1976, resulted in the minor
R&B hit 'Do It To My Mind'. Further Atlantic
releases failed to repeat that early big hit,
although a couple of excellent albums are worth
investigating, BRISTOL'S CREAME 1976 and
STRANGERS 1979. A move to Handshake
records in 1980 did result in a UK pop chart entry
with a duet with Ami Stewart on 'My Guy - My Girl'.
A couple of other Handshake's saw one of his
finest moments with the elaborate arranged
strings, horn lead 'Love No Longer Has A Hold On
Me'.

Amongst the four releases
they recorded in 1961 was the
original version of 'Someday
We'll Be Together', later
covered by The Supremes in
1969 with Bristol singing 'Oh
Yeah' background vocals. TriPhi went bankrupt in 1963 and was taken over by
Motown, taking with them artists’ contracts. So
Bristol finds himself on the Motown payroll, as a
behind the scenes producer and songwriter, and
his singing career had to be put on hold. He
married, albeit short lived, Iris Gordy and became
part of the actual Motown family for a while.

He temporarily quit the business around eightythree, fed up with the way the music industry
works. Cushioned financially by the great body of
work from his Motown period. He returned to the
business resuming his producing activities, and
spasmodically touring. In 1990 he recorded for Ian
Levine's Motor City Label, which included a tasty,
if synthetic, version of Barrett Strong's 'Man Up In
The Sky'. Apparently at the time of his death, he
was finalizing plans to tour the UK and complete a
gospel album. Johnny Bristol once sang
'Memories Don't Leave Like People Do', he won't
be.

During his ten year duration with the label, forming
a partnership with Harvey Fuqua, forged a
successful career. He worked with some of the all
time Motown greats, basically almost everyone in
sight. The duo single handily launched the career
of Junior Walker, with such gems as 'How Sweet
It Is (To Be Loved By You)', and 'What Does It
Take (To Win Your Love)'. Other Motown artists
to benefit from his pen and producing skills,
artistically as well as commercially, were Edwin
Starr, Gladys Knight, David Ruffin, Diana Ross,
The Detroit Spinners, Four Tops, Stevie Wonder
and so on.

He Died 21 March 2004 of a heart attack at his
home in Brighton, Michigan.
SOUL/R&B released in the UK
May 1966. Once again we have some desirable 7"
slabs of soul.

Bristol left Motown stable when his contract was
up in 1973. He went to Columbia as house
producer, the arrangement failed to work out, as
he was keen to get back into singing, but was
rejected as a vocalist by the company. Unable to
persuade Columbia to release a solo project, he
signed a contract in 1974 with MGM Records.
Finally relaunching his performing career with
devastating effect. 'Hang On In There Baby', was
an enormous hit globally, arranged by H B
Barham, this immortal timeless record needs no
introduction, reaching number 3 in the UK pop
charts, and top ten USA. His magnificent parent
album to the hit single followed close on its heels,
spawned some classics.

Steve Alaimo

So Much Love/Truer Than True
HMV 1531
Fontella Bass
I Can't Rest/I Surrender
Chess 8032
Solomon Burke
I Feel A Sin Coming On/Mountain
Of Pride
Atlantic 584005
Johnny Burnette
Dreamin'/Little Boy Sad
Liberty 10235
The Capitols
Cool Jerk/Hello Stranger
Atlantic 584004
James Carr
You've Got My Mind Messed
Up/That's What I Want To KnowStateside 507
The Chiffons
Sweet Talking Guy/Did You Ever
Go Steady
Stateside 512
Sugar Pie DeSanto There's Gonna Be Trouble/In The
Basement
Chess 8034
The Exciters
You
Better
Come
Home/Weddings Make Me Cry London 10038
Bobby Fuller
Love's Made A Fool Of You/Don't
Ever Let Me Know
London 10041
Buddy Holly
Maybe Baby/That's My Desire
Coral 72483
John Lee Hooker
Mai Lee/Don't Be Messing With
My Hovis Bread
Planet 114
The Impressions
Too Slow/No One ElseHMV 1526
Ben E King
So Much Love/Don't Drive Me

The tender ballad 'Reachin' Out For Your Love'
and 'Love Me For A Reason', later a biggy for the
Osmonds, sadly were not released as singles, but
the follow up to his hit, from the album, the
skipping mid tempo ballad 'You And I' achieved
only minor success as did his next offering 'Leave
My World'. Further US forty-five's for MGM,
although the material was strong, failed chartdom.
He continued to spread his producer’s net wider
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Away
Atlantic 584008
Bob Kuban/In-Men Teaser/All I Want Stateside 514
Patti La Belle/Belles Patti's Prayer/Family Man
Atlantic 584007
Brenda Lee
Too Little Time/Time & Time
Again
Brunswick 05957
Jackie Lee
I Know Know Know/So Love Me
Columbia 7860
Ramsy Lewis Trio
Hi Heel Sneakers/part two
Chess 8031
Little Richard
Holy Mackerel/Baby Don't You
Want A Man Like Me
Stateside 508
The Marvelettes
You're The One/Paper Boy
T Motown 562
Willie Mitchell
Bad Eye/Sugar T London 10039

sevens for size. A great double sider of sheer
deep brilliance from Alvin Robinson. A sumptuous
jerky item from The Soul Brothers, it was a record
I played to death at the time. As I did with Bobby
Moore's classic shuffler. Sugar Pie DeSanto and
Little Richard just pip The Impressions and James
Carr into fourth and fifth place. Resurrected B
sides are not exactly resurrected but are truly
remarkable B sides, DeSanto’s gutsy Basement
and Robinson’s spell binder, and finally I've
always liked the Marvelettes B 'Paper Boy'.
Talking of Bobby Moore and The Rhythm Aces,
Shout have just released a splendid CD with all
his Chess output, which I hope to review before it
goes out of stock. The Exciters apart from doing
the original version of Do-Wah-Diddy, had me
plucking the memory strings. I have a vague
reflection of seeing the group live at Dingwalls in
the mid seventies, well two of them anyway,
whom I guess must have been Brenda Reid and
Herb Rooney. This sort of sticks in my mind
because it was awful, the backing back were on a
different planet to Reid's singing. I will dig.

Bobby Moore & Rhythm AcesSearching
For
My
Love/Hey Mr D.J
Chess 8033
Johnny Nash
One More Time/Tryin' To Find Her
Pye 25363
The Platters
I Love You A 1000 Times/Hear
No Evil
Stateside 511
Ray Pollard
It's A Sad Thing/All The Things
You Are
U Artist 1133
Alvin Robinson
You've Brought My Heart Right
Down To My Knees/Whatever You Had
Strike 307
Sam & Dave
Hold On I'm Comin'/I Got
Everything I Need
Atlantic 584003
The Shangri-la's
He Cried/Dressed In Black
Red Bird 10053
Percy Sledge
When
A
Man
Loves
A
Woman/Love Me Like You Mean It
Atlantic 584001
The Soul Brothers Gotta Get A Good Thing
Goin'/Good Lovin' Never Hurt
Mercury 916
The Supremes
Love Is Like An Itching In My
Heart/He's All I Got
T Motown 560
Lord Sutch
Cheat/Black & Hairy CBS 202080
Tammi Terrell
Come On And See About
Me/Baby Don't cha Worry
T Motown 560
Johnny Tillotson
Me Myself & I/Country Boy
MGM 1311
Ike & Tina Turner
River
Deep,
Mountain High/I'll Keep You
Happy
London 10046
Jnr Walker/All Stars Road
Runner/Shoot Your Shot
T Motown 559
Jackie Wilson
To Make A Big
Man Cry/Be My Love
Coral 72484
Nancy Wilson
Power Of Love/
Rain Sometimes
Capitol 15443

May tit bit. On 8th May 1974, the great Graham
Bond brought the London tube system to a halt by
jumping under a train. Bye Bye until next time.
Remember you're in safe soul
hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on









JAZZ JUNCTION
‘April is the cruellest month’ so the poet TS Eliot
wrote in The Waste Land and due to a couple of
temporary setbacks at the beginning of the month
I did not feel like getting out and about much.
Also there has been the upheaval of an office
move to one of London’s edificial eyesores,
prompting in some the fear that we could become
the target for all WMD carrying bigots in need of
anger management. But life goes on and by the
end of the month the sun was shining
eversobrightly on my part of London.
Ronnie Scott’s saw a
spirited
example
of
township-fused jazz by the
UK-based group known as
The Jazzhearts. Nominally
under the leadership of Australian Louise Elliott on
tenor sax, the rest of the members were Claude
Deppa (trumpet), Mark Bassey (trombone),
Mervyn Africa (piano), Chris Thorn (guitar),

Now the top five this month is,
quite simply, five crackers to be sure, so try these
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Richard Ajileye (percussion) and Brian Abrahams
(drums). Drawing on their critically acclaimed CD,
The Way It Feels, it was a co-operative
performance with delightful solo contributions
from piano and each of the horns, all spurred
along by the pulsating drive of the rhythm section.

she sang When I See Love, Say The Word and
Star Gazer from her album By Day And By Night.
Her voice was clear and bright but without any of
the jazzy inflections that I’d heard about. Whether
it was because I had to keep looking at my watch
to make sure I did not miss the last train, I don’t
know, but I really could not make up my mind
about her – one to see again I guess.

The night’s headliner,
Carmen Lundy, was also
promoting a recent CD,
Something To Believe In.
Titles such as It Might As
Well Be Spring, Wild
Child,
Vu
Ja
De,
Windmills Of Your Mind
and I Loves You Porgy
were sung with the sort of
individual
interpretation
and technical aplomb that only comes from
experience. However, whilst Carmen Lundy’s
stock is probably at its highest level, I was also
aware of the valuable support of the rhythm
section which had seen some changes since
Carmen’s previous appearance twelve months
ago. The piano and drum chairs vacated by Orrin
Evans and Jason Brown were filled by Robert
Glaspar and Victor Lewis, leaving Carmen’s
brother Curtis Lundy (bass) as the only returnee.
At first I wasn’t sure how well they would gel but
by the end, I was so taken by their efforts, that I
could have listened to them as a piano trio all
night.

As the weather turned cold again, I ventured back
to Ronnie’s to be
warmed by the dark
strength of the voice of
Dublin born Christine
Tobin.
She was
supported by a pianoless
trio of Phil Robson
(guitar), Dave Whitford
(bass) and Thebe Lipere
(percussion), which gave
an interestingly different texture to the music. The
first number, Tower Of Song, written by Leonard
Cohen was made exceedingly sultry and Rags
And Old Iron by Oscar Brown Jr (and known to
Christine through the Nina Simone version) was
driven along in fine style by the rhythm section.
Phil Robson was never intrusive and his slowmo’
solo on Horses, a poem by Paul Muldoon with
music by Christine, was suitably restrained.

A couple of nights later I was tempted by some
favourable comments to try an evening of ‘neo
soul’ at the Jazz Café.
Reggie Watts is,
apparently, ‘often compared to the diverse vocal
stylings of Al Green, Chris Cornell and Marvin
Gaye’. This however did not accord with my own
first impression as Reggie’s extremely bushy afro
and beard together with his dry comic patter put
me more in mind of the late Michael Bentine.

‘Dr’ Lonnie Smith
Hank Crawford
Headliners for the evening were Hank Crawford
(alto saxophone) and ‘Dr’ Lonnie Smith (organ)
with Peter Bernstein (guitar) and George Fudas
(drums). The good doctor started it all off in fine
style, showing that his powerful instrument could
also be delicate on a ruminating Willow Weep For
Me. Then he took hold of Thelonious Monk’s
Bemsha Swing and did with it what it said on the
label. The ballad Tender Touch was handled
beautifully before Hank Crawford was helped on
stage for the last twenty minutes of the set. Hank
sat slowly down on the stool provided and advised
us that he had been away for two years – ‘A little
matter of a stroke’. Maybe some of his power and
bite had diminished but the sensuousness of his
blues playing definitely had not. It was just a
shame that his contribution was (understandably)
short.
Dave Carroll

Performing at first with just a beat box, he
introduced one song as The Grass Is Alive But
Listen To The Genetic Code Within. This did not
seem to hold the attention of all of the audience.
However, with the introduction of his pick-up band,
things started to pick up as he delved into his
latest CD, Simplified, with Wanna Get, Movin’ On,
Simple To Me, Part Of The World and Broken
Dreams. This was more soulful and certainly the
dancers were impressed, although that may have
been because of his admitted influences,
Depeche Mode, Swing Out Sister and Samantha
Fox!
Lizz Fields did herself no favours in my eyes by
not appearing until forty minutes before midnight.
Dressed in denim skirt and black-edged pink vest,
she apparently ‘crosses genres and colour lines
without even thinking about it’. Whilst I was there
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LEFT BANK
Impressions of Paris
by George Miller

tried to refuse, but he was insistent. We bade
adieu.
He wrote to me from the USA, confessing our
relationship had made him aware of his
bisexuality. I never heard from him again. He was
the kind of hero one plucks from the pages of a
Tennessee Williams play. I wish we could have
kept in touch.

PART THREE
One afternoon as I lay on the grass in the
Luxembourg Gardens reading Hemingway’s
“Moveable Feast”, I heard an American accent
ask, “Hi, good to see someone reading
Hemingway. Are you American?”

When times were tough I would live on baked
beans, boiled eggs, bread and milk, which I
purchased (or pilfered) from the local supermarket
(this was pre closed-circuit TV systems) and took
back to my room. On these occasions I compared
myself with Henri Murger’s life-style as described
in “Scenes de la Vie de Boheme”, but no-one
need go hungry in Paris because it offers so many
opportunities.

“No,” I answered him, because at that time I was
afflicted with an aversion to Americans, or rather
the type of American one encountered in Europe.
“English, huh?” he deduced from my accent.
(Wrongly, for George was of course Scots.)

Since I had no work-permit, I lived precariously,
with no visible means of support.

“Mind if I join you?” he asked, stretching on the
grass beside me, and in no time we were both
diagnosing Hemingway in general and “A
Moveable Feast” in particular.

I could not resist browsing through the books and
prints on the libraries of the Left Bank. On the first
occasion I did so, I procured for a few francs a
reproduction of one of Picasso’s paintings from
his blue period. It depicted two adults - one male,
one female - and a boy by the sea.

He was rather amiable, handsome, intelligent. We
then discussed other writers, then theatre, modern
art and films. I mentioned a desire to see a certain
new film, and he suggested we go together.
Embarrassed, I confided that I was financially
impoverished, whereupon he told me not to worry
about money.

It has become one of my most treasured
possessions, and when I returned to England I
had it framed. It has hung on walls in Islington,
Bayswater, Victoria, Camden Town and
Battersea.

“I’ll be glad of someone to talk to”, he said.

During
my
nomadic
existence
when
circumstances necessitated a change of abode, I
would pack my belongings in one suitcase and the
Picasso picture frame under my arm. It has
become part of me and I cannot anticipate life
without it being on the wall.

After the film, he invited me to a meal. I thanked
him for his hospitality, but said I could not accept.
“Come on, I’ve got more money than I know what
to do with.”
After the meal, and due to the carafes of wine, we
both exchanged autobiographical details. It
transpired that he had plenty of money but no
accommodation, whilst I had accommodation but
little money. As the room I rented had a sofa as
well as a bed, I invited him back in return for his
generosity. He accepted.

I have already remarked that Paris is conducive to
creation, but I was also to realise it can equally
evoke self-destruction in others. In particular, I
befriended a sad and suicidal young man, whose
parents, religious upbringing and homosexuality
contributed to a sense of guilt and despair which
led him into taking large quantities of drugs and
alcohol. I believed his only redemption lay in love,
but since he himself believed that homosexual
love was doomed/non-existent he continued on
his course and one night he disappeared from our
usual haunts. His belongings remained in his
room and the concierge knew nothing of his
whereabouts.

Later I learnt that he was an adventurer who
supplemented his income by burglaries. Although
I found him attractive, he spoke of a wife and child
in Maine, and our relationship remained
intellectual and never physical.
He stayed with me for a week, and then went
missing for two days. He returned laden with
money. He explained he had committed his
biggest crime yet and was going back to the
States before the police caught up with him.
Before leaving me he gave me 50 francs, which I

Later, I wrote a poem around him. Someone
suggested I was a little in love with him, but he
was already in love with death when we met, and
he was too sensitive to face the fear and guilt
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which would fuse any future held out to him.

at the end of their names, who attended the first
major Rock'n'Roll package shows at the
legendary Brooklyn Fox theatre staged by Freed
and were out for two nights of nostalgia.

Towards the Unknown Region
A slim, anaemic boy, who cannot face life’s pain
Whose eyes have seen Christ crucified in vain
The young man broods along the Rue du
Madeleine
His thoughts transparent as cellophane.

So how do I know the ghost of Alan Freed was
looking down? Johnny Farina, one half of the
‘Sleep Walk’ instrumental hitmakers and a
surprise addition to a bill that featured twenty
eight, yes twenty eight, of the best known names
mainly from that arcane off-shoot of Rock'n'Roll
called doo-wop who were appearing, told us so.

Terrified of tomorrow, tired of today.
Once, long ago, he knew how to pray
But in his eighteenth year his faith flew away
On wings of guilt, because he was gay.

The concerts ran Saturday night and Sunday
afternoon in the 1,600 capacity High School Hall,
both alcohol and smoke-free. Organisers LAR
Enterprises stage doowop revival shows on Long
Island on a regular basis, with maybe five or six
groups whose glory days were memories before
the Beatles had long hair. Bear in mind that to
many New Yorkers the words Rock’n’Roll do not
mean Presley-Cochran-Vincent-Perkins, or even
Berry-Penniman-Domino, but the Five Satins, the
Crests and the Harptones. AFN DJ Jim Pewter
regularly placed ‘In The Still Of The Night’ top of
his listeners’ poll of favourite recordings.

Like a fugitive bird, the boy’s body takes flight,
Dark glasses imprison his sight
As he wanders alone through this city of night,
His sensitive soul stabbed by cruel neon light.
Montmartre adorned in the colours of a whore
Beckons the boy with its raucous roar
Mad music blares from each discotheque door
Unlike the silence in the Cafe d’Or.
It is here the youth comes to contemplate
Those erotic emotions which provoke love and
hate:
For in his confusion he cannot relate
Or accept his condition, or laugh at his fate.

Still, I did not expect in my lifetime to hear
‘Hushabye’ by the Mystics performed live on
stage. Way up there with the early Dion & the
Belmonts and the Elegants as examples of
soaring doowop, they were spot-on. I never
anticipated hearing the Jive Five singing ‘My True
Story’ to an audience who knew every word. And it
was amazing to me to be able to pick up a 45 of
‘Maybe’ by the Chantels in 1982, never believing
I would see them in the flesh 21 years later with
three original members (and the superb young
vocalist Ami Ortiz).

The Cafe d’Or provide pills to kill pain,
Which deaden the senses and numb the brain
So when he could face his future again
He drifted through darkness towards the Seine.
Next day, two boys who were rowing a boat
Found a pair of dark glasses on the river afloat.
(George Miller, May 1973, Paris).

Tony Papard









HOW THE FIRST FANS OF
ROCK’N’ROLL CELEBRATED ITS
FIFTIETH BIRTHDAY
by John Howard with thanks to John Broven
and Dickie “Blues Boy” Tapp

The Chantels backstage (courtesy John Broven)

The ghost of Alan Freed, the legendary disc
jockey who coined the term Rock'n'Roll, looked
down on a suburban High School in central Long
Island, New York, on the precise moment fifty
years after Bill Haley and the Comets waxed
‘Rock Around The Clock’.

Precisely why all those hitmakers from the 1950s
and early 1960s should re-assemble in a
suburban venue 34 miles east of JFK airport on
an April weekend is a mystery. It was not well
publicised, but a total sell-out. I have theories. The
population of Brooklyn is 3 million, the same as
Ireland, and its diaspora just as great. All those
hard-working Italians made a little money, and
some that stayed close to home, moved east on

The place: Hauppauge High School. The dates:
Saturday and Sunday April 24/25, 2004. The
audience: long in the tooth folk, many with vowels
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Long Island (literally 120 miles long and the
largest island in the 48 states) with its affordable
housing and an abundance of blue-collar jobs.

was obvious they had done this many times
before. Particular mention should be made of the
diminutive sax player Mary Beth, present on
every number that was not acapella. MC Bobby
Jay of WCBS-FM, who also doubles as bass in
the Teenagers, looked set to challenge James
Brown’s title of the hardest working man in show
business. Thanks to his snappy links, the show
ran precisely to time, and considering there were
more than 60 singers on stage each day, he
deserved the rounds of applause he so regularly
received.

At Hauppauge (a Native American name
pronounced something like ‘Hawparg’), artists
usually got to perform two or three numbers, no
filler, and then on to the next in the quick-fire
tradition of the Rock’n’Roll caravans. Although the
groups were perhaps skewed to the Italians from
the Bronx and Brooklyn, they came from every
coast, and inland, too (take a bow, the Edsels,
now, from Youngstown, Ohio). There were
highlights, and the occasional lowlight to prove I
had not checked my taste at the door and was
being swept along on an impossible dream.

The Jacks/Cadets, with Willie Davis, came in
from the West Coast, a group with two names
thanks to the RPM/Modern labels who put out
parallel cuts to gain twice the share of the market.
‘Stranded In the Jungle’ anyone? Well, if you don’t
want it, ‘Why Don’t You Write Me’? The Solitaires
with Milton Love had a solitary hit, and even most
of their thunder on ‘Walking Along’ was stolen by
the Diamonds. Competent and enjoyable, they
were restricted to this one and ‘The Angels Sang’.

Saturday Night
First, the standouts. The Impalas’ immortal ‘Sorry
(I Ran All The Way Home)’ starts with a midtempo harmony of “Sorry, sorry, oh so sorry”
before breaking into “Uh oh”, and the song proper
starts. The group got to “Uh oh” and the audience
chorused along with them on the “Uh oh”. Stop
the show? It stopped the group, amazed. Then
they started again. Kenny Vance, the man behind
the music on the Alan Freed tribute movie
“American Hot Wax” and a long term member of
Jay & the Americans, has such a vocal range that,
as in the lyric of his timeless ‘Looking For An
Echo, has a falsetto that nearly reached the sky.
Want proof? He took on Rosie & the Originals’
‘Angel Baby’ and performed it to perfection with
the Planotones, aided by tasteful guitarist Johnny
Gale. Cool and laconic, he had a nice line in
nostalgic humour, admitting his vocal range had
kept him out of a day job for more than 40 years.
His ‘Looking For An Echo’ featured twice in the
weekend when, in a segment entitled The
Brooklyn Reunion (the Classics, the Mystics,
the Passions) it was reprised on the Sunday.

“Speedo” and the Cadillacs (John Broven)

Two of the biggest novelty groups this side of the
Coasters proved crowd pleasers. The Olympics
amused with strident versions of ‘Big Boy Pete’,
‘Hully Gully’ and ‘Western Movies’. Still featuring
Earl “Speedo” Carroll, the Cadillacs opened with
the delightful ‘Peek-A-Boo’ and kept the comedy
coming with ‘Zoom’ and Earl’s eponymous hit but
brought the house down with their New York
favourite, ‘Gloria’. Longer term hitmakers the
Tymes who scored in the charts into the
seventies, appeared to be wearing white PJs, but
along with their disco busters included the tune
most had come to hear, ‘So Much In Love’.
Considering Billy Joel totally ripped off this
number, and was on Long Island at the time, it
was surprising he was not there.

As you might expect, many of the groups had but
only one or more originals. Frankie Lymon’s
Legendary Teenagers were obviously without
Frankie, and also without his brother Lewis, who
performed with them in the UK. But they still
featured the two surviving members (Herman
Santiago and Jimmy Merchant), co-writers with
Lymon of ‘Why Do Fools Fall in Love’. It would be
a masochist or a trainspotter who stood
backstage and took the names of every group
member rather than enjoying the show, and I’m
not one of those.
Opening the first show was John Kuse & the
Excellents, whose ‘Coney Island Baby’ remains a
favourite with aficionados. His hairpiece was not
the most expensive, but his white suit matched
with the rest of the group, and they looked and
sounded fine. This was our first introduction to
Coda, the backing band for both shows, and it

Among this perfection, there had to be acts that
would have scored ten out of ten in London,
Hemsby or Camber Sands, but were not quite up
to the superb standards so far set. Emil Stucchio,
looking like a young Harry Dean Stanton from a
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distance, is more of a big voiced balladeer than a
doowop singer, borne out by the Classics’ hit ‘Till
Then’, and was not a total fit with the style of the
rest of the bill. But he worked hard, and the crowd
loved his Neapolitan-type arias.

tribute to late members of the outfit stating dates
of demise, which seems the most honest way to
do it.
In contrast Terry Johnson and his Flamingos
were a tad disappointing. Terry, of course, was
the group’s occasional tenor, co-writer of ‘Lovers
Never Say Goodbye’, so his credentials are there,
and they are judged by some to be the best
harmony vocal group of all time. Featuring four
Afro-Americans and a Caucasian woman (erm,
not the line up I remember) they did less than
justice to Terry’s hit, and ‘I Only Have Eyes For
You’. And while we are carping, Charlie Thomas’
Drifters? Some say they should have changed
the name when Clyde McPhatter left since they
were never going to get THAT sound again, but
fair do’s, Johnny Moore had to make a living, and
there is always ‘Baltimore’ to compensate from
the Five Crowns period. However, Charlie
Thomas, several others, and a synthesiser do not
the Drifters make. Any more than John “Bam
Bam” Lane, drummer, and four others, do not Bill
Haley’s Comets make. They opened Sunday’s
show, and were a shock to any Europeans
familiar with what is without doubt the one band
who can claim the Comets name. They were not
good, and should not be allowed to get away with
it.

The Penguins’ ‘Earth Angel’ (with the suave
Cleve Duncan on lead) was breath-taking as was
‘Memories Of El Monte’, and the Dubs were
equally spot on with ‘Don’t Ask Me To Be Lonely’
and ‘Could This Be Magic’. The joker in the pack
on Saturday was Johnny Farina, playing the steel
guitar that helped sell multi-million copies of the
haunting ‘Sleep Walk’. What other hits featured
steel guitar lead? A sprightly 63-year-old with a
surprisingly animated act, he confided he’d had
two hip replacements and now he was walking on
air. “And I don’t mean gas,” he added. He followed
with ‘Ebb Tide’, and then the inevitable mega-hit.
The worthy first night closing acts were the
Chantels and the Teenagers with their bevy of
ever-popular hits.
.
Sunday afternoon
The joker on Sunday was Frankie Ford,
resplendent in a shiny pink suit, a keyboard shawl
across his shoulders. Restricted to three
numbers, he doubled his time on stage with his
comedy act (“Have you heard about the new
female impersonator on Bourbon Street,
Condoleezza Red Beans And Rice!”). He still
delivered the goods on ‘Rockin’ Pneumonia’, ‘Sea
Cruise’ and a rafter rousing rendition of Ferlin
Husky’s ‘Gone.’

Complaint over, and on to what I was about to
claim were the best two groups on the Sunday
segment, Earl Lewis & the Channels and Eugene
Pitt & the Jive Five. Both have lead singers who
also handle falsetto duties, and in the parallel
universe my records and I sometimes inhabit,
should be lauded by the Library of Congress, and
recognised in their native country as singers to
rival the best in the business i.e. Aaron Neville
and Sam Cooke. The Jive Five looked great in
black and white outfits, were choreographed to
perfection, and opened with ‘What Time Is It’, ‘I’m
A Happy Man, and the anticipated ‘My True Story’.
One of my favourites by them on record is a flip,
‘When I Was Single’ (lyrical coupling, “my pockets
they used to jingle”) which Ace Records might
consider for Volume Three of their Novelty series.
Earl Lewis was nothing short of spectacular. For
the second time this weekend we had ‘Gloria’, and
I have to admit I misted over at the sheer beauty
of ‘The Closer You Are’, with the audience, again,
word-perfect on this stone classic of the genre.

There were two other notable solo acts on the
Sunday. A limber, long-limbed and fit looking
Gene Chandler danced around to Bobby Day’s
‘Rockin’ Robin’, leaving the vocal gap for the
audience to supply “Oriole” in a way I had only
seen Mickey Jupp do in the past. A well
performed version of ‘Daddy’s Home’, and then he
disappeared. The band struck up the familiar
‘Duke Of Earl’ riff, and vamped on it for some time
before oohs and aahs revealed Chandler at the
back of the hall, heading forward, radio mic in
hand, with his top hat, cape and cane. A
wonderful sight and a wonderful sound.
The other solo act, arguably, was Shirley Olston
Reeves, former lead singer of the Shirelles,
looking glamorous with big hair, running through
‘Mama Said’, ‘Baby It’s You’, the self-penned
‘Tonight’s The Night’, ‘Will You Still Love Me
Tomorrow’ and the again-topical ‘Soldier Boy’.

But how can I present accolades to these two as
the best groups, when the Del Vikings and the
Spaniels were both on the bill, and both on top
form? The US line-up of the Del (l) Vikings is
three white, two black, and they looked great in
white suits with black shirts. They sounded on the
money, too, as they opened on ‘Whispering Bells’,
did full justice to ‘A Sunday Kind Of Love’, and
pleased the audience once more with ‘Come Go

Solo act or not? She had two gal vocalists on
backup, front of stage with her, all looking
stunning in ivory dresses. All were presented with
bouquets from the audience at the end of their
set, and deserved them… and more. Shirley paid
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With Me’. ‘Peace Of Mind’, a Pookie Hudson
original covered by everyone from Gene Vincent
to the Byrds, is a transcendental track. Pookie,
leading the Spaniels on stage, looked better than I
have seen him following some weight loss, but he
has never sounded other than precisely as he
does on record. An extended ending again
pleased the crowd on this track, but their opener,
an uptempo reading of the classic ‘Stormy
Weather’ was also marvellous. Their closer, the
no surprise ‘Goodnite Sweetheart, Goodnite’ was
presented to perfection.

Roscoe Chenier
The Boom Boom Club, 10 April 2004
I decided to walk to this venue in Sutton which is
three miles from my flat as I seem to be putting on
weight now that I’m not working full time. I arrived
at Boom Boom at just about the right time as the
backing band had just come on stage at
8.50pm.They played two numbers on their own
and then on came Roscoe Chenier – a big man
dressed in a red suit. He leaned against a stool
and started off playing some good Chicago type
blues – ‘Raining In My Heart’, the old Slim Harpo
number, ‘Every Day I Have The Blues’ and then a
very good version of ‘Shake A Hand’ – very good
guitar riff on this one.

And we still haven’t mentioned the Edsels’ act.
Originally from Brooklyn, they opened with Jackie
Wilson’s ‘Baby Workout’, continued with ‘Blue
Moon’ with a number of intended and amusing
false starts, nailed ‘Get A Job’ and into ‘Rama
Lama Ding Dong.’ Both shows concluded with the
nationalistic ‘Proud To Be An American’ with the
stage jammed full of performers.

He moved on to a couple of Fats Domino
numbers, ‘Walking To New Orleans’ and ‘Hello
Josephine’ and then many of his own recordings.
The second set included ‘Flip, Flop And Fly’ and
Chuck Berry’s ‘Betty Jean’. He asked if John
O’Leary was in the audience, who was, and came
up on stage and played harmonica on a couple of
songs, one being ‘You Ain’t Nothing But Fine’.
John was very good… must check out his band if
he plays locally.
Following this, Roscoe sang
one of my favourite Rock'n'Roll
songs, Little Richard’s ‘Lucille’
and then Fats Domino’s
‘Blueberry Hill’ and several
other songs that were new to
my ears. Roscoe finished off
with Johnny Otis’ ‘Willie And
The Hand Jive’ mixed up with
‘Hey Bo Diddley’ which got a
few people dancing. That was the end but he
came back for an encore with ‘Shake, Rattle And
Roll’.

Finally, some thanks. To Ken Major for alerting
me to the show. For Dickie Tapp, also present, for
alerting him. To John Broven and wife Shelley for
the hospitality. To Russ Martin for being a great
travelling companion and to his wife Jenny for her
fine welcome. To the promoters, LAR Enterprises,
who offered a lot and gave more. And to the Daily
Mail, who flew me to America for free. I had to get
that last one in. If this is your music, then you
must be green with envy. To know I got to the
States for nothing to see it must have you chewing
the carpet. Munch on, doo-wop-de-bop!
Mr Cocky (née Angry)









TWO TIMERS
“Explosive, electric skiffle for the new decade...”
Get Rhythm. “Thoughtful self-penned numbers...
take note of TWO TIMERS” John Clarke, The
Times. “An impressive lesson in talent and stage
presence...” E. Roze, Blues Magazine, France.

This is the fourth time I have seen Roscoe and I
always enjoy his shows; good honest blues with
nice, sharp guitar and nothing too showy like
some blues artists I’ve seen. They say they are
blues but are heavy rock with long guitar solos.
After the gig, I walked to the town centre and
caught a bus right away, getting home at
11.30pm. It’s nice to have a good venue near
home but I wish they had more blues bands
instead of all the revival groups.

Fri 4th June - The Prince Albert, 48 Trafalgar
Street, BN1 4ED - 01273 730499
Sat 5th May - Club Riga, 228 London Road,
Westcliff On Sea, Essex, SS0 7JG 01702 348 020
Sat 19th June - Sevenoaks - Town Fair Day 2pm
Fri 2nd July - Plymouth Festival, Newnham Park,
Plympton, Plymouth - 01752 262662







As seen and heard by Little Brian Jessup
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Had A Change In Mind : Was It Just A Feeling (28) :
Without You In My Life : How Can I Forget You (5) :
There It Is (9) : Wrapped Up In Your Warm And Tender
Love : True Love Is Hard To Find (19) : I Wish It Was
Me : You Don't Have To Beg Me To Stay (11) : What
Goes Up (Must Come Down) : There's Got To Be An
Answer (11) : Happiness Is Being With You : Where
Lovers Meet (At The Dark End Of The Street) (27) : I
Can't Make It Without You (38) : Homewreckers : This
Time (36) : Turning Point : Don't Let It Be Too Late (1) :
It's So Good To Be Home With You : I Can't Bump (9) :
Ever Lovin' Girl : Forever (39).
Numbers in brackets refer to his highest R&B chart
position. You may note a single entry, that's because
the B-side had been used before.

Over the years there have been many Tyrone
Davis compilations, Greatest Hits, Best of, two
albums on one CD etc, now Demon have come
up with a cracking idea, showcasing the Chicago
soulman's 1968 to 1975 Dakar forty five releases,
A and B sides in the correct chronological order,
which gives the listener a chance to refresh and
hook up on some of his obscure B sides, which in
the main have been overlooked. I reckon there
are four singles that are missing from this CD.

Credit Card bookings on 020 8566 5226 or post to
P.O.Box 2149, London W5 3GP at £27 per head.









JUNE SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

From the moment he had his big cross over hit in
late 1968, Davis was hardly out of the Soul/R&B
charts until the early nineties, notching up millions
of record sales along the way. But despite his
tremendous recording success, Davis has
remained fairly obscure, and one of soul's best
kept secrets. Before he signed with Dakar, Davis
was yet another talented soul singer flitting around
minor labels, 4 Brothers records, with whom he
was recording under the name of Tyrone the
Wonder Boy, Hit Sound, Sack, and ABC records.
These early releases are a mixed bag, influenced
and imitating other singers, Bobby Bland, Little
Milton, Z Z Hill and the like, but he was making
something of a local impact on record, and around
the Chicago scene he was gradually becoming
more and more known.

Welcome to the latest soul kitchen; the pots are
bubbling, but alas with more sadness as we loose
John Whitehead.

CD OF THE MONTH
TYRONE DAVIS
As & Bs The Hit Singles
Demon 742
Can I Change My Mind : A Woman Needs To Be Loved
(1) : Is It Something You've Got : Undying Love (5) :
Need Your Lovin' Everyday : The Waiting Was Not In
Vain (-) : If It's Love That You're After : When I'm Not
Around (-) : Turn Back The Hands Of Time : I Keep
Coming Back (1) : I'll Be Right Here : Just Because Of
You (8): Let Me Back In : Love Bones (12) : Could I
Forget You : Just My Way Of Loving You (10) : One
Way Ticket : We Got A Love (No One Can Deny) (18) :
You Keep Me Holding On (15) : I Had It All The Time :
You Wouldn't Believe (5) : Was I Just A Fool : After All
This Time (26) : Come And Get This Ring (-) : If You

The number ones
602 Can I Change My Mind : A Woman Needs To
Be Loved 1968
Davis’s big break came on signing on the dotted
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line for Dakar. Even then it was a twist of fate,
before his smasharoo hit the charts. Carl Davis,
vice president at Brunswick, was starting his own
Dakar label with Otis Leavill, so Davis took the
masters to him, which had originally been
intended for ABC. Carl Davis released the
pounding piano strangling rough blues ballad 'A
Woman Needs To Be Loved' as the A side, which
disappeared without trace. A Houston disc jockey
"Wild Child" had the record at home, when his
five-year old son took the record from the stack
and played the B-side, which was 'Can I Change
My Mind' an excited "Wild Child" played the tune
over the air, and the rest is history. The tune
caught Houston by storm, eventually becoming a
national hit, R&B number 1 and pop 5.

girlie backing hitting the spot once more. A good
ole soul romp. 'You Keep Me Holding On' is a soft
earthy ballad. 'I Had It All The Time', opens with
TD’s tear stained tones on an apology monologue,
along with strains from 'Is It Something You've
Got', and airport terminal tannoy noises, then
goes into a Davis soliloquy over the phone "Hello
Honey, Yes this Tyrone. Now please don't hang
up the phone. You see, I came all the way back
here just to say to you baby, I'm so sorry. I've
changed, I mean I'm a brand new me. Oh baby,
yeah, I'm ready to crawl" as his gritty husky
yearning means crawwllll as it unfolds into a crisp
catchy pulsator groove. Another of his best.
'Was I Just A Fool' is a complete change of style,
on this likeable high register Chicago type ballad.
'Without You In My Life', follows his now
established driving formula, but smoother, along
with nice brass line and horn bursts, which
reminds me of Johnny Rawls’ recent work. A real
goody. 'There It Is', is another beauty, his
brassiest yet. The brass section urges the track
along with a purposeful stride drifting in and out of
the chorus line. 'Wrapped Up In Your Warm And
Tender Love' is not the Percy Sledge tune, but an
equally beautiful ballad with his superb throaty
baritone tangling around the words, with the
backing singers echoing his sentiments. Moody
and magnificent. 'Happiness Is Being With You' is
a goose pimply organismic soul ballad, performed
over on a gorgeous melodic cushion of
keyboards, horns and strings 'I Can't Make It
Without You', is an up-tempo Northern type
goody, complete with rhythmic strings, with Ty's
soundalike trademark stamped all over this.
'Homewreckers', is a galloping mid pacer, with
plenty of those little sighs and sobs which seem to
epitomise Chicago soul. Sam Dees wrote this
'Back Stabbers' type lyric. 'It's So Good To Be
Home With You', Davis warm voice floating and
biting through in his most calm seductive manner
on this wonderful tender ballad, with the brass and
keyboard
arrangement
calmly
registered
protestation of undying love.

No longer an imitator, Davis had finally found his
own style. 'Can I Change My Mind' laid the
foundation for what is known as a typical Tyrone
Davis sound. Over his nine year Dakar period,
basically all his earlier Dakar A sides took on a set
formula, a lifting pulsating infectious beat, with a
fat brassy section that provided an energetic
counterpoint to the blues based lope of the
rhythm, along with a spiralling guitar riff. Often
used to add even more fullness to the already full
sound were over animated strings, and silvery
female backing vocals, all creating a sound so
powerful and tight, it was exhilarating. All this
provided precisely the right background for
Davis's gurgling tinged pleading delivery, which
ranged from energetic shouting to the most subtle
of soft whispering.
616 Turn Back The Hands Of Time : I Keep
Coming Back 1970
After a few failures he seemed to have lost his
biscuit in his tea, Ty returned with a vengeance.
This was his second gold record, number 1 and
his highest pop chart appearance reaching 3. This
extremely catchy horn driven fast pacer has all the
hallmarks of classic Davis at his peak. Another
side of Davis is to be found on the B-side, a really
laid back pleading ballad, as the backing moves
way down pace. From this moment on Davis was
churning out hit after hit, through to 1977 only one
Dakar forty five failed to make the R&B charts.

So by early 1976 Brunswick was going through
some serious legal problems, which also affected
Dakar, eventually causing it to close down. Davis
was at the creative
peak of his career, and
heading into his next
phase,
moving
to
Columbia with a smash
hit 'Give It Up (Turn It
Loose)', with many
more
chart
appearances,
before
ending his years as an
indie soul crooner, but
that's another story
This CD traces an

4550 Turning Point : Don't Let It Be Too Late 1975
This was Davis's next million seller. Slightly
touched by disco, this is one of finest moments.
An extremely catchy vintage finger clicking lifter.
My pick of the rest from this treasure chest,
'I'll Be Right There' is a clipped walker, and is one
of my favourites. 'Let Me Back In' is a deepie, as
he attempts to crawl back to his ex lover. 'One
Way Ticket' is an energetic cover of Syl Johnson's
'One Way Ticket To Nowhere' hit of a year earlier.
A solid toe tapper, pitching Ty's earnest vocal
against a swaying backing, with nice bass line and
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imported portion of a soul giant’s history, the
variety is quite surprising. A fine starter kit for the
uninitiated, that comes very recommended.

sorted as a few days later Redding was tragically
killed.
In 1969 Whitehead along with McFadden on their
return to the East Coast found a manager Gilda
Woods, the wife of Georgie Woods, one of the
hottest jocks in Philadelphia at that time. His
influence gets the other remaining Epsilons, Lloyd
Parks, and new recruit James Knight. Introduced
to, and signed up by Kenny Gamble and Leon
Huff
North
Bay
Records,
Philadelphia
International’s short lived nursery label. Renaming
the group Talk Of The Town, they initially issued
two singles 'Little Bit Of Your Lovin' and 'Don't Be
So Mean', neither of which did anything. Talk Of
The Town were clearly not vocally tuned into the
label’s sound idea. Apart from his sparse group
activities Whitehead worked for the label in
various capacities, one of which was as a mail
clerk.

RATING (out of 5) 4¼ Soulboys


LOST SOUL
JOHN WHITEHEAD
John Whitehead will chiefly be remembered as
part of the duo McFadden and Whitehead, for
their global disco anthem 'Ain't No Stopping Us
Now' that tore the world apart in 1979. But if you
read the writing credits on Philadelphia
International album sleeves you will find him well
before their hit, collaborating with his close
childhood friend Gene McFadden, writing and
producing legendary Soul, helping to formulate the
Philly sound that dominated the soul turntables
and airways in the seventies.

Surrounded by other writers, Whitehead was
itching for a chance to write, but then was seen as
only a singer. One evening Whitehead called
McFadden and insisted they got down to some
serious songwriting; they came up with the
blockbuster in 1972 for the O'Jays, the label’s first
major hit, the million seller 'Backstabbers'. From
then on, working closely with producer Thom Bell,
they went on to compose tunes for, Archie Bell
and the Drells’ 'Soul City Walking', the Intruders’
'I'll Always Love My Mama', as well as for Harold
Melvin and the Blue Notes’, the impressive 'Wake
Up Everybody', and many other powerful Philly
classics, ultimately being responsible for over
twenty gold discs.

John Whitehead was born 2nd July 1948 in
Philadelphia. Growing up in the poor North of the
city, where from an early age he befriended
McFadden. In the mid sixties the two formed a five
man harmonising vocal group called the Epsilons,
along with Alan Beatty, future Bluenote Lloyd
Parks and Ronald 'Roame' Lowry, who later went
on to join Maze.

To escape the Philly stagnation they accepted
some outside contract work, particularly at
Buddah and Epic with Melba Moore, amongst
others. As the pair got sucked into the Philly
writing machine their Talk Of The Town
involvement became less and less, although they
had further releases in 1973 'Super Groover (All
Night Mover)', Gamble Records, in 1974 'Bumpin
Boogie' and in 1975 'I Apologize', TSOP Records.
The group ultimately disbanded in 1975. Between
1975 and 1979 the pair were simply part of the
backroom machine, but for all their skills, it was a
long way from what they initially wanted to do,
they still nurtured dreams of a singing career.
They had to wait until the end of the decade, by
which time the Philly Sound had undergone
changes, gone were the lush orchestrations,
becoming the template for the rising disco scene.

Epsilons
The group got their break with a chance meeting
with Otis Redding's band leader Bob Holloway,
who arranged for the group to meet Redding back
stage at a local theatre he was appearing at.
Redding offered them a job, providing backing
vocals for his revue, which was due to open a
nationwide tour. Redding brought the group to
Stax and, in 1968, the group scored a local hit
with harmonising Southern soul 'The Echo'.
Touring soon tired them and they wanted to quit
the revue. Even Redding's persuasive power
failed to stop the group folding and migrating back
to Philadelphia, but not before they sang
uncredited vocal background behind Redding’s
protégée, the then unknown Arthur Conley's
'Sweet Soul Music'. Any indecision was finally

They kept plugging away at Gamble and Huff,
who finally relented, up until now deeming them
too valuable as songwriters to give them another
recording chance. On hearing some rough demos
by the duo, realised they could no longer be
confined within his music stable. Well deserving
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MOTOWN. As when last year’s cinema release
sparse showing schedule proved very awkward to
see, such that the only opportunity may have been
to catch it on the way to work in the morning. To
be honest my first reaction when we were
bombarded with its initial release and the hype
surrounding it, was of these old guys sitting
around in some Detroit bar coming up with a
money making idea.

the label finally allowed them
to step into the limelight and
release their first album in
1979
the
self
titled,
McFADDEN
and
WHITEHEAD.
A
lively
dance
album,
brimming over with soulful songs, marking a kind
of rebirth of the Philly sound. The single taken
from it, the rejoicing evergreen 'Ain't No Stopping
Us Now', proving that Soul and Disco do mix,
became a number one US R&B hit, even reaching
top five UK pop. From its release the enormity of
the single’s success was destined to become a
longitude soul disco anthem. Digging into the
album you find a brilliant track 'I Got The Love',
punchy horn intro leading to rasping vocal,
building with chorus to a superb exuberant close.
It was hard to follow such profound success and
the next single 'I've Been Pushed Aside' was only
a minor R&B chart success peaking at 73 R&B.
Another album quickly followed I HEARD IT IN A
LOVE SONG, which sat between smooth soul and
bland Philly-formula background music. The
album's title track, a brilliant 'I Heard It In A Love
Song' was their third and last chart appearance,
reaching 23 R&B.

The film is based on Allan Slutsky's book of the
same name. It is a charming documentary on the
unsung heroes of one of the most recognisable
sounds in soul music, the Motown house band,
who called themselves the Funk Brothers, and
were responsible for giving Motown that driving,
irresistible backbeat that became known
throughout the world. The Funk Brothers played
on more hits than the Beatles, Elvis Presley, The
Rolling Stones and The Beach Boys combined.
The surprising thing is that these backing
musicians were basically a bunch of jobbing
musicians recruited from Detroit's jazz and blues
clubs.
The documentary centres on a reunion concert in
Detroit. The surviving Funk Brothers gathered to
re-create that old magic Motown sound. I guess
none of the original artists were interested in
appearing, which is not surprising as the old
Funks are not kind to them. Instead they have
recruited amongst others, Chaka Khan, brilliant on
'What's Going On', Gerald Levert, and Bootsy
Collins, whose 'Do You Love Me' is something
else. I have a lot of respect for these artists and
they all put over good performances, but to be fair
they are not the originals. Interwoven with the
concert are archive footage, and interviews with
the elder Funks, whose stories and arrogant selfimportance are quite revealing. To quote one old
Funk "You could have had Deputy Dawg singing
on there and it wouldn't have mattered, we were
the essence of Motown". I'm open to debate on
this one.

In the early eighties they left Philadelphia
International and signed to the Capitol label. Their
final album MOVIN ON, made little impact. But
although the pair continued to produce albums for
singers such as Gloria Gaynor, the public's taste
in music had begun to change, and further
mainstream success eluded them. After several
lean years Whitehead found himself serving a
short prison sentence for tax evasion. In 1988
Whitehead embarked on a solo career, signing for
Polgram, which released a solo album, I NEED
MONEY BAD, which went unnoticed. In 1989 he
signed to Suma publishing in Los Angeles and
was involved with various projects at the Sigma
studios, he was once again back behind the
scenes.

It is an amazing insight to the birth and history of
Motown, but it wasn't as riveting as I thought it
would be and should have been.

Reunited with McFadden they had since
concentrated on working the lustrous nostalgia
circuit. He was shot dead while repairing a car
outside his home in Philadelphia on May 11 2004.
The police state he was not the intended target.

SOUL/R&B released in the UK
June 1966. Once again a basket full of tasty soul
seven inches.

The Epsilons had a single out on the Shrine label
in 1966, the harmonising doowoppy 'Mad At The
World'/I'm So Devoted' and a couple of other
Shrine's have appeared over the years on
compilations 'Mind In A Bind' and 'It's All Right'. I
guess this is the same group?

Bobby Bland

Good Time Charlie/part two
Vocalion 9273
James Brown
It's A Man's Man's Man's
World/Is It Yes Or Is It No
Pye 25371
Ray Charles
Let's Go Get Stoned/Train
HMV 1537
The Contours
Determination/Just
A
Little
Misunderstanding
T Motown 564
Marvin Gaye
Take This Heart Of Mine/Need
Your Lovin'
T Motown 563

STANDING IN THE SHADOWS OF MOTOWN
Now it's available on DVD and Video I have finally
got to see STANDING in the SHADOWS of
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Roy Head
Wigglin'
&
Gigglin'/Driving
Wheel
Vocalion 9274
Isley Brothers
Take Some Time Out For
Love/Who Could Ever Doubt My Love
T Motown 566
Deon Jackson
Love Takes A Long Time
Growing/Hush Little Baby
Atlantic 58401
The Jaybirds
Somebody Help Me/Right Kind
Sue 4013

these sevens for soul delight. Head and shoulders
over all comers must be Jamo Thomas’ jollyitis
spy tail. Hot on Jamo's heels are Bobby Bland,
Billy Stewart, Ko Ko Taylor, O V Wright, oh lets
throw in a Roy Head. Not sure who done the
original, bit the Isley’s version of 'Just A little
Misunderstanding' is a sure killer. Resurrected Bside goes to the Godfather, James Brown, who
was a mere child, just out of kindergarten when he
recorded his, 'Is It Yes Is It No'. I had forgotten
how brilliant this was. Gary Lewis serves up his
normal jovial fayre. There are two answer records
to Percy Sledge 'When A Man Loves A Woman.

Remember you're in safe soul
hands with....

SOULBOY

Bobby Bland
The Contours
Ketty Lester
When A Woman Loves A
Man/We'll Be Together Again
Capitol 15447
Gary Lewis/Playboys Green Grass/I Can Read
Between The Lines
Liberty 55880
Little Anthony/ImperialsBetter Use Your Head/The
Wonder Of It All
U Artist 1137
Roy Orbison
Lana/House Without Windows
London 10051

Keep on keeping on









Booking The Big Beat Since
Johnny Burnette Was In
The Charts
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to
coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Darrel Higham. With Linda
Gail Lewis, Charlie Gracie, 'Big' Al
Downing, Billy Lee Riley, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, the '56 Blue
Caps etc. etc. From Germany, the
Lennerockers, Big Bad Shakin' and
from Finland, King Drapes etc.

Esther Phillips
When A Woman Loves A
Man/Ups And Downs
Atlantic 584013
Vala Reegan/Valarons Fireman/Living In The Past
Atlantic 584009
The Rivingtons
Rose
Growing
In
The
Ruins/Tend To Business
CBS 202088
Mitch Ryder/Detroit Wheels
Break Out/I Need Help
Stateside 517
The Standells
Dirty Water/Rari Capital 15446
Billy Stewart
Love Me/Why Am I Lonely
Chess 8038
Ko Ko Taylor
Wang
Dang
Doodle/Blues
Heaven
Chess 8035
Temptations
Ain't To Proud To Beg/You'll
Lose A Precious Love
T Motown 565
Joe Tex
S.Y.S.L.J.F.M (Letter Song)/I'm
A Man
Atlantic 584016
Jamo Thomas
I SPY (For The FBI)/Snake Hip
Mama
Polydor 56709
O V Wright
Gone For Good/How Long Baby
Vocalion 9272

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@amserve.com



Now the top five this month are quite simply, try
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Hemsby 33 preview
Link Wray and his
Raymen (U.S.A.)
Link is one of the greatest
guitarists of the Rock'n'Roll era.
His dark and mysterious classic
‘Rumble’ became a major US
hit in 1958 and was followed by
‘Jack The Ripper’, ‘Rawhide’,
‘Deuces Wild’, ‘The Batman
Theme’ and his club vocal hit
‘Five And Ten’. Link also joined
Robert
Gordon
on
his
outstanding ‘70s recordings for
RCA. Will we see them back
together again on the Hemsby
stage?

Lee Rocker and his
American band (U.S.A.)
It is a huge scoop for Hemsby
to
secure
a
first
ever
appearance in Britain by Stray
Cat Lee Rocker and his
fabulous American band from
California. The frantic bass man
played on all of the Stray Cats’
classics and remains a part of
that highly influential group to
this day. Hemsby can expect a
wild and crazy act from a great
star.

Bobby Hendricks
(U.S.A.) with the
Metrotones
Robert Gordon (U.S.A.)

Bobby Hendricks sang with the Five Crowns and
the Swallows before a short spell with the Drifters
in 1958. He was lead vocalist on their classic
‘Drip Drop’. As a solo artist he scored a Top 30
US hit with ‘Itchy Twitchy Feeling’ and later toured
Britain in the mid-sixties as one of the Original
Drifters.

Robert makes a much requested return after the
rave reviews he received at Hemsby 29. His
incredible voice will fill the main hall with the
sounds of ‘Red Hot’, ‘Fire’, ‘Black Slacks’ and of
course ‘Driving Wheel’.

Joe Clay and the Crackerjacks
(U.S.A.)

Wayne ‘The Train’ Hancock and his
American band

Joe makes a long overdue and very welcome
return to Britain after six years. Famed for his
primitive RCA recordings like ’16 Chicks’,
‘Ducktails’ and ‘Doggone It’, we know exactly
what to expect – a top class, all action rockabilly
show.

Wayne is the banner waving, Texan, honkytonking hillbilly who stayed true to the real
authentic ‘40s and ‘50s roots music. Hank
Williams is alive! Wayne enjoys considerable
popularity throughout Europe but Hemsby will be
his first appearance at a Weekender.
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would sing ‘Put Me Down’, ‘Jambalaya’ and all the
hits of Jerry Lee and people did not dance and
didn’t really understand it. As I say he really was
good on piano all 100% clean (no slurs) playing,
it’s amazing he’d like Jerry Lee with such training.
He was good-looking, lean, tallish, young too.
Well, I’ve seen some okay Jerry Lee piano
copyists in Cardiff etc. but none were ever like
him. Jerry Allen also knew ‘Save It’ by Mel ‘Pig’
Robbins and had that 45 years before I got a
copy; he taught me about that one. I thought I’d
never get it.

Breathless Dan Writes
(brief briefs, short shorts and rockin’ ramblings)
First of all, some typos from the last issue;
Carl (McVoy) Glascott (R.I.P. aged 61 early 1992),
not 1982 as printed.
Joe Cougi owned Popular Tunes Record Shop,
not Cough as printed.
Johnnie Temple's 'Louise, Louise Blues' was the
basis for Jerry Lee’s ‘Hello, Hello Baby’, not
Muddy Waters' 'Rosalie' as printed.

Once when we showed ‘50s Rock'n'Roll films,
“Rockhouse Prodys”, I wanted to play my records
(DJ) after them. Well Legs didn’t think that was a
good idea as a crowd pleaser so he booked Dave
Edmunds and group (with a changed name by
then) for £4.00 (truth man). I was very pissed off
at not getting to wow (ha ah) them with my
American Fifties Rock'n'Roll records and Dave
had become a drug taking hairy by then too and
was rumoured to be singing shite like ‘The
Midnight Hour’. I know it to be true. I bollocked the
f*ck out of Legs for booking that Mod twat. Legs
used to slap his forehead and say, “Look man,
everything’s going to be fine, cool. I’ve told him
not to play ‘Midnight Hour’ okay?” Well, Dave did
play ‘Midnight Hour’. We all booed and Legs was
not impressed at all with no place to hide. You
know what? He never paid Dave that £4.00.

I’m not a bootlegger and I don’t much like nonAmerican Rock'n'Roll/blues/hillbilly and all its
American roots period. So I just knew Dave
Williams (piano/Jerry Lee Lewis style Cardiff cat)
and Dave Edmunds and his older brother (forget
his name now) who
packed in playing in ’62 I
think. Fay and I used to
dance to Dave Edmunds
and the Raiders (like
Paul Revere’s group
name at the time) at
Sophia Gardens etc.
mostly Saturday nights in
the early ‘60s when Gene
Vincent, Sounds Inc and
such would be the top
star of the evening. Also
lots of awful British pop
junk.
Dave Edmunds liked Jerry Lee/Chuck big so we
got to be good pals pronto. He’s a lot younger
than me though, but not his brother. He’d play
songs on guitar or piano and request them down
to us and watch us dance like lightning (then 19)
to them for most of the night. We’d talk
Rock'n'Roll when he came off – he’s a quiet type,
a bit like a Welsh Sam Phillips, sort of sharpie and
nice. Fay had eyes for him… NATCH! But that
never got in the way of our (then) friendship. I can
say that with 100% honesty. It seemed years that
we danced to Dave down there. I never then
dreamed he’d dare one day to record a record.
Just like the ‘50s local groups at dances in the
Valleys or Newport’s Majestic Ballroom (Top
Rank) never did either e.g. The Hurricanes etc
etc. but Ricky Allen/Jerry Allen Trio as the Interns
did record in the early ‘60s.

Breathless Dan with Chuck ‘Mr Crazy Legs’ Berry
sifting through records in 1964.

A young Carl Perkins
Carl was real thin, just out
of hospital, held together
by
strings,
singing
‘Matchbox’

Jerry I’d met in a record shop in Newport; he was
the best piano player (a Batchelor of Arts on
piano) I think I’ve ever seen in Jerry Lee’s style
then or since! He’s a printer by trade, still lives in
Newport, and aged 64. But his older brother Ricky
was a fiend about doing Everly Sisters type duets
which everybody loved except me!! Well, Jerry
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I’m looking to move back to the mainland in case
you know somebody who would put me up (put up
with me!) a while. I’d fly over to the nearest airport
with my wheely baggage.

My life has been one big reality thing and I like it
earnest – I’m very sincere, no jive person. Us
Teds, back when there were “real” Teds, seldom
smiled – it was a sign of weakness then. People
would say we were acting hard (or join the army
son if you want to fight) or later on the phrase
“silently mean”. Well I can honestly say that one to
one we’d bash up the so-called Hell’s Angels that
followed in later decades pretty easily too. We
fought Welsh rugby players, Irish navvies,
soldiers, Swedes or any seamen as well.

I’d appreciate any offers of help or if there’s some
lonely Rock'n'Roll minded fan (male as females
want sex) who wants a flat/pad mate somewhere.
I’ll share the cost of rent with but I can’t cook.
So, if somebody would like a Rock'n'Roll
companion I’d love that. See what you can do.

Newport streets (pavements) would be covered all
over town around Christmas. When the local
Berkeley Training Camp came to Newport dances
they were usually thrown through shop windows.
Not my doing, some other Teds jealous over girls
usually. Old French barber–type razors (cutthroats) were common back then – just listen to
Jimmy Whitter’s ‘If You Love My Woman’ or Elvis’
45. He sings, ‘If you love my woman I’m gonna
rub my razor up and down your skin’. Dixie Fried
and such had the teen delinquent lyrics too but
better leave them off or they’d be banned.

Yours in Rock’n’Roll

Breathless Dan
O’Coffey


If one Ted held his gaze too long on another, stare
each other out, we’d fight for sure! Or if someone
(a square, average, normal adult-type usually)
bumped shoulders passing or if he cut in when
dancing at Rock'n'Roll record hops (in fact, that
started more fights in dance hall joints than any
other one factor). Also turf/street vs street fights –
you must not go down some of those streets or
you’ll be done over. Some of those dock streets in
old Newport or Cardiff or Bristol or the valleys
were so bad they still joke about the S.A.S. being
afraid to go down alone. Glasgow (Gorbals) was
also razorland; some of their Teds and a Teddy
Girl settled in Newport. She used to use her
stiletto high heel shoes to hit other Teddy Boys in
the head when they fought her guy at the record
hop I even had Fay to do that to help me out in
gang fights sometime.







Wreckless Eric Presents
The Len Bright Combo
Both of their cult LP's originally released in
1986 on one magnificent CD
18 Tracks
You're Gonna Screw My Head Off | Selina
Through The Windshield | Young, Upwardly
Mobile.... And Stupid | Someone Must've Nailed
Us Together | Sophie (The Dream Of Edmund
Hirondelle Barnes) | The Golden Hour Of Harry
Secombe | Lureland | Shirt Without A Heart |
Comedy Time | Pleasant Valley Wednesday |
(Swimming Against) The Tide Of Reason | Cut Off
My Head | The House Burned Down | The
Awakening Of Edmund Hirondelle Barnes |
Phasers On Stun | All Charm | Club 18 - 30 |
Ticking In My Corner.

Breathless Dan ‘doing his thang’ back in Dublin in
1980.
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Our criterion for recipients is they be rooted in a
Southern musical tradition, be 55 years or older
and have an annual income less than $18,000.
PROGRAMS
Life Maintenance - Grants for necessities such as
food, medical needs, housing, etc.
Instrument
Acquisition
Provide
quality
instruments and maintenance funds to recipient
musicians.
Tour Support - Provides funding and services to
musicians wishing to tour and record.
Emergency Relief - Substantial one-time grants to
recipients in crisis (medical, fire, theft, etc.)
Visiting Artist Program - Brings artists to our
headquarters for professional development and
assessment of needs.
Donate by Mail:
Music Maker Relief Foundation
Eno Valley Station
PO Box 72222
Durham, NC 27722-2222

Little Freddie's real name is Fread E. Martin and
he was born in McComb, Mississippi, July 19,
1940 down the road from Bo Diddley’s place. His
father, Jessie James Martin, was a blues guitarist
that worked the weekend southern circuit in the
Delta. His father would bring him out on the town
when he was out there playing. "I would go out
there and sit around on the outside around the
juke joints and listening." He'd be playing and
drinking and everyone was having fun. Freddie
eventually taught himself how to play guitar and
develop his country-style blues or as he calls it
"Gut Bucket Blues".

Or visit www.musicmaker.org

Music Maker Relief Foundation, Inc. is a tax exempt, public
charity under IRS code 501(c)3.



The King and his 3 stooges are available for a UK
show. Put Big Joe Louis and Janice Harrington on
the bill with him and you’ve got a nice little earner.









Confessions From
Beneath The Kilt

To book LFK, contact “Wacko” Wade Productions
at wackowade@yahoo.com or ring him in New
Orleans on (504) 525-5618.





or
Ramblings of a ne’er do well
Norah Jones – Feels Like Home
Released 10 February 2004



It could be a musical backdrop to sepia images of
a darkened smoke filled speakeasy, clandestine
deals being traded in human dalliance, the lazy
brushes of a drummer swishing against his skins
as Ms Jones tinkles the ivories. But in reality it
is… the follow up creation to her inaugural (and)
multi million selling “Come Away With Me” ? the
apparently successful formula being adhered to.
Not really anything special for me but clearly her
many, many supplicants will disagree…

Music Maker Relief Foundation, Inc. is a non-profit
organization dedicated to helping the true
pioneers and forgotten heroes of Southern
musical traditions gain recognition and meet their
day to day needs. Today, many such musicians
are living in extreme poverty and need food,
shelter, medical care, and other assistance. Music
Maker's aid and service programs improve the
quality of recipients' lives. Our work affirms to
these artists that we value the gifts of music and
inspiration they have delivered to the world.

“Feels Like Home” comprises a track list of
thirteen offerings, ranging from bluegrass to errr…
blandness, with little in the way of original ideas,
although in fairness, after a few listenings some of
the music entangles itself amongst one’s psyche.
Starting off with an appropriately entitled ‘Sunrise’

Our mission is to give back to the roots of
American music.
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Ms Jones gives of her trademark vocals before
moving on to the more conventionally structured
‘What Am I to You?’… the guitar riffs could almost
be Claptonesque… (is that a word?) Thus it was
with optimism I awaited track three, but alas
‘Those
Sweet
Words’
although
typically
competent missed that certain something which
makes me want, REALLY WANT, to listen and
consider the music on offer. For me a track
featuring Dolly Parton ‘Creepin’ In’, is a statement
in itself in terms of direction… the wrong
direction.

Ace have been dipping
into Rick Nelson’s
back catalogue with a
CD entitled ‘Rick’s
Rarities’, a collection of
rare
or
un-issued
material cut during his
association with U.S.
Decca from the period
1964-1974,
mainly
mastered from original multi-track tapes for
release in stereo. Particularly impressive is his cut
on ‘Blue Moon Of Kentucky’ which could’ve easily
been part of the ‘Bright Lights’ or ‘Country Fever’
albums. I’ve had it on an old Charly album ‘String
Along’ for years although the album sleeve never
stated it was un-issued. From his gig at The
Troubadour there’s a lively reading of Hank
Williams’ ‘My Bucket’s Got A Hole In It’ but not
included on the original album. Excellent 28-page
booklet with it detailing locations and recording
dates. I believe that the guys will be looking at
some of his Epic material for re-issue sometime
soon. I had his ‘Intakes’ album but I didn’t like it, it
wasn’t country or Rock'n'Roll, perhaps a little too
contemporary for my tastes but I did enjoy the
‘Memphis Sessions’ set even with the overdubs
added after he died.

And so it goes on… mood music it is, cuddled up
with a partner of choice gazing mindlessly at
captive tropical housemates swimming around
their Perspex prison, sipping something
inconsequential… enjoy? I’m sure some of you
will, after all mine is only an opinion… and mine
alone.
Track list
01. Sunrise
02. What Am I To You
03. Those Sweet Words
04. Carnival Town
05. In The Morning
06. Be Here To Love Me
07. Creepin’ In
08. Toes
09. Humble Me
10. Above Ground
11. The Long Way Home
12. The Prettiest Thing
13. Don’t Miss You At All









HMV had a sale on
recently (or should I
say all the time?)
and what caught my
eye was a three CD
set of Johnnie Ray;
‘Hysteria’
(The
Singles Collection).
Presented
in
a
slipcase each CD has twenty tracks from
‘Whiskey And Gin’ duets with Doris day and
Frankie Laine. His renditions of ‘Such A Night’,
‘Flip, Flop And Fly’, the hits ‘Cry’, ‘Just Walkin’ In
The Rain’, ‘Yes, Tonight Josephine’ through to ‘I’ll
Never Fall In Love Again’. Normally priced at
£12.99 but a few were reduced to £6.99. Detailed
liner notes by Peter Doggett. Me dear old mum
used to love Ray (I actually saw him in concert in
the late eighties at Wimbledon Theatre and he still
did the crying bit. I believe Rosemary Clooney was
on the same bill if my memory is correct). Rather
garish coloured sleeves but 60 titles for under
seven notes I had to buy it. There are two box
sets on Bear Family and a single CD (at nearly 17
quid) no, this will suffice thank you.

Jock11

Frolicks from The
Funkster
Let’s funk while the funkin’s good
A busy time the last month or so. Went to see
Jamie Cullum at the Shepherd’s Bush Empire.
Very enjoyable but wish he’d spend more time at
his piano than prancing around the stage. An
unusual interpretation of The Who’s ‘My
Generation’ was highly appreciated by the
audience of mainly twenty-somethings.
On the listening front the new Johnny Cash box
set of unreleased recordings for Rick Rubin’s
America label is a revelation; particularly
impressive are his readings of the Big O’s ‘Down
The Line’ and Carl Perkins’ ‘Everybody’s Trying
To Be My Baby’. Carl even joins him for Chuck’s
‘Brown Eyed Handsome Man’. The accompanying
booklet has notes on each song by J C himself or
members of his family is a little hard to read
without glasses.

B B King’s Crown album is currently on number
one. His final Crown album ‘Blues In My Heart’
has been re-issued by Ace for the princely sum of
£6.99 and, as before with the previous releases,
has a nice selection of bonus cuts from the same
period, seven of which are un-issued. The notes
from John Broven suggest that the album was
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extras aren’t much, just biographies of each artist
with concert footage but the price from HMV was
only £10.99. The DVD derives from Germany and
there are others in the same series; an Asleep At
The Wheel, an Emmylou Harris, a Gene Vincent,
a Fats with bonus footage from the ‘Rockin’
Pianos’.

recorded late 1961
which
ain’t
bad
considering King went
to ABC in January ’62.
It’s all pretty slow stuff
but typical King with
strong guitar work
while the remainder of
the musicians ain’t no
slouches;
Maxwell
Davis on keyboard
and Plas Johnson on
sax. The reasonably priced re-issues make these
invaluable. Would you believe that when this
album was originally issued in 1963 it cost you
$1.49 cents for a stereo copy or 99 cents for
mono? I look forward to further Crown re-issues.
Perhaps someone should undertake a re-issue of
B B’s earlier ABC material.

A few years back a
giant coffee table
sized book ‘What’d
I Say- The Story Of
Atlantic
Records’
was
doing
the
rounds at around
£50.
I’d
often
fancied it but not at
that
price.
It
disappeared
and
then resurfaced at
Selectadisc in Soho
down to £35. A
recent foray in to
HMV (Bond Street
branch) had a few stocks in, reduced to £14.99.
Ahmet Ertegun recounts the story from the early
days of the record industry. It’s accompanied by
some wonderful black and white photos and of
course colour. It’s 565 pages and hardback and a
ball buster to carry… you need a damn crane.
Some amazing stories about Joe Turner, Ruth
Brown and Ray Charles and that’s only in the first
55 pages. It’s a must. If you ordered by post it
would cost a small fortune (not that I know anyone
selling it by mail order).

Another re-issue on EMI’s Comedy label is a great
16-tracker on Stan Freeberg with such classics as
‘Yellow Rose Of Texas’, ‘Rock Island Line’,
‘Banana Boat Song (Day-O)’ and ‘The Old Payola
Blues’. If you need a good belly laugh this is the
thing to hear (Clyde Ankle will never die).
Jazz songstress Diana Krall has a new album out
‘The Girl In The Other Room’. It mixes new
material penned with hubby Elvis Costello
alongside songs From Tom Waits, Mose Allison
and Joni Mitchell. She was on Parkinson on April
th
10 and performed a bluesy ‘Love Me Like A Man’
written by Chris Smither and adapted by Bonnie
Raitt. It’s more mainstream jazz than her last
couple of albums but fine for the late evenings.

My problem is that I STILL have unread books or
half finished ones; back in March I purchased a
biog on Joe Cocker (only £3.99) which I haven’t
even opened yet. Another DVD I was sent was
‘Del Shannon Live In Australia’ (about 1989); his
performance is fab and even then he still had the
high falsetto he was famous for. I got a tape of
him at the Half Moon, Putney in April 1983 and he
was sh*t hot; the place was packed out… you
could hardly move for punters.

As per usual plenty of good reading and viewing.
A DVD featuring a concert filmed in New Orleans
(though it doesn’t say so) entitled ‘Rockin’ Pianos’
with Fats Domino, Jerry Lee Lewis and Ray
Charles. A good number of years ago I had a
video ‘Fats And Friends’ and a bootleg album. It is
essentially Fats with brief appearances from the
Killer and Uncle Ray. A guest appearance of
Rolling Stone Ronnie Wood supplements Jerry
Lee’s own band Kenny Lovelace, Linda Gail, Bob
Moore and Buddy Harman.
The track listing; Fat Man | Walkin’ To New
Orleans | Blueberry Hill | Shake, Rattle And Roll |
C C Rider | Sentimental Journey (Fats Domino) | I
Am What I Am (incorrectly listed as ‘I Was Raised
On Rock’) | Great Balls Of Fire | Whole Lotta
Shakin’ (Jerry Lee Lewis) | A Certain Girl (Paul
Shaffer who produced the original broadcast/Ron
Wood) | I Got A Woman (Ray Charles) | Lewis
Boogie (Ray, Jerry, Fats and Ron) | Drown In My
Own Tears (incorrectly listed as ‘Since You’ve
Been Gone’, Ray and Ron) | Jambalaya (Ray,
Jerry, Fats, Ron) | Swanee River Rock (Ray, Fats,
Ron and Jerry contributing a few vocal lines).
The whole shebang lasts just under an hour. DVD

Lastly can I say that I had an affair with David
‘Golden Balls’ Beckham and I’m selling my story
to the highest bidder. Whatcha mean bleedin’ 30
bob? Push off sonny, I’m worth at least a fiver!
Damn cheek some of these journos have. I’ll be
famous, just wait and see and I’ll tell you where to
stick your 30 bob.

The Funkster
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bloke called Elvis.

Johnny Kidd by Simon

For a full list or to find out if he can create
something to your own specification, ring Simon
on Norwich (01603) 466586, write to him at 10
Longe Road, Old Catton, Norwich, Norfolk NR6
7JD or surf along to www.rockabillyhaven.com
and click the “Gallery” link.









'Tales From The Web'
As I type this, the Artful Dodger is also still typing
away, improving the 'Tales From The Woods'
website. If you wanna take a look, the web
address is;









Simon Pritchard was born in 1968, attending
school in the West Midlands, gaining qualifications
in art, drama, theatre studies and film animation.
He moved to Norwich in 1991 and, whilst
recovering from a slipped disc, undertook a
course in freelance artwork and cartooning. Simon
works in watercolour and other media, recently
mastering the art of acrylics. Simon has had
several exhibitions of his work, taking time out to
design the cover for Alan Mann’s ‘Buddy Holly AZ’ book and to illustrate Alan’s ‘Elvis And Buddy Linked Lives’.
Why are we telling you this? Well, you may have
come across Simon at the odd weekender or
exhibition here or there as he has a passion for
‘50s/’60s music and culture and regularly displays
and sells his work at these events.

www.tftw.freeuk.com
Keep your eyes peeled for further developments.
Eddie’s obviously peeled his!



Simon produces book and CD covers (when
asked), Christmas, Easter, Birthday, Valentine’s
and Mother’s Day cards, calendars, paintings from
provided photos as well as many other types of art
work. He’ll even design that tattoo you’ve always
wanted.







MARCIA BALL
HOUSE OF BLUES, NEW ORLEANS,
THURSDAY, APRIL 27th 2004
This was the fourth time I had seen Marcia
(pronounced Marsha) and I’ve always been
enthralled by her committed performances and
this occasion was no exception. On this particular
stage she gave a far shorter than normal show
due to the restraints of the House of Blues’ tight

The greetings cards Simon can provide include
Paul McCartney with a Cavern background, all the
Stones, Billy Fury, Cliff Richard, Roy O, Jimi
Hendrix, Jane Russell, Marilyn Monroe, James
Dean, Eddie, Chuck, Gene, Jerry Lee and some
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schedules. It was more like a concert than a blues
club but, performing for a New Orleans Jazz Fest
crowd, she could do no wrong; they loved her.

going to ease off; going well over time the evening
concluded with ‘The House Of Love’, ‘Dance With
Me Darling’, finally closing with ‘Play A Little
Boogie’. The only strange thing in New Orleans is
the habit of audiences drifting away before the
show has finished and this certainly applied here; I
suppose we call them the hangers on crowd. This
of course does not apply to Marcia Ball fans and
there was still a large appreciative audience to
cheer for more.

Along with Ken Major, Andy Steltenkamp and your
much travelled editor Keith Woods we managed
to secure the last four tickets for the show that
was due to start at ten past eight. Typical of
Marcia she was well into her first number when we
entered the venue at the scheduled time. The
place was packed with a heaving, typical Jazz
Fest party crowd, perhaps not all long standing
Marcia fans, but determined to have a good time
anyway.

Well to sum up, this may not be the ideal venue in
which to see such a great artist but to witness
Marcia Ball performing two non-stop sets of sheer
delight in front of a raving New Orleans crowd was
still a night to remember. According to her future
programme she has no plans to visit Europe so its
looks like a long time before TFTW readers will
have a chance to see her again.
Martyn Harvey

Having seen her in a late night club situation I
know her performances can be something of an
endurance test regarding the length of her act;
four hours is nothing unusual. On this particular
night she was to give approximately two one-hour
sets but, of course, she overran her time.



Marcia started the evening at a frantic pace with a
fabulous tribute to Professor Longhair where we
were able to witness all her keyboard skills as well
as giving the musicians a chance to demonstrate
all their musical attributes. Her five-piece group
included Don Bennett on bass, Pat Boyack on
Guitar, sax, drums and I think her husband was
on Hammond; they were brilliant, the sound levels
and balance were perfect throughout the evening.







C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at

She stormed through the next four numbers
without a break keeping the audience at fever
pitch with ‘I Want You’, ‘I Won’t Forget About You’,
‘Tear The Whole Place Up’ and ‘Down The Road’,
finally slowing down with her wonderful rendition
of ‘Baby’. Just as the joint had calmed down we
were back to party time again with ‘Everything Will
Work Out Fine’ followed by ‘Big Shot’ and moving
to another relatively slow number ‘Suddenly’, then
it was time to close the first half with ‘Days Have
Gone’.

Various Artistes – The U.K. Sue Label
Records Story – Ace CDCHD1001
Mockingbird - INEZ & CHARLIE FOXX | Land Of 1,000
Dances - CHRIS KENNER | I Can't Believe What You
Say - IKE & TINA TURNER | A Little Piece Of Leather DONNIE ELBERT | Do Anything You Wanna (parts
1&2) - HAROLD BETTERS | Oh! Mom (Teach Me How
To Uncle Willie) - DAYLIGHTERS | Let's Stick
Together - WILBERT HARRISON | Music City PLEASURES | Keep An Eye On Love - ERNESTINE
ANDERSON | All About My Girl - JIMMY McGRIFF |
Spring - BIRDLEGS & PAULINE | That's How Strong
My Love Is - O V WRIGHT | Daddy Rollin' Stone DEREK MARTIN | You Can't Sit Down (part 1) - PHIL
UPCHURCH COMBO | That's How Heartaches Are
Made - BABY WASHINGTON | Watch Your Step BOBBY PARKER | I Wanna Be (Your Everything) MANHATTANS | I Done Woke Up - LOUISIANA RED |
Hard Grind - WILD JIMMY SPRUILL | The Bounce OLYMPICS | Too Many Drivers - LOWELL FULSON |
Yum, Yum, Yum - JOE TEX | I Sing 'Em The Way I
Feel - J B LENOIR | Dust My Blues - ELMORE JAMES
| Billy's Bag - BILLY PRESTON |

The rather long interval (company policy?) allowed
time for the very high-spirited revellers to recharge
their energy with more drinks from the bar whilst
we reserved Europeans found a quiet corner to
recover for the second half. The evening soon
returned to maximum party mood with the two
excellent opening numbers consisting of ‘I Just
Love You’ and ‘Jelly Beans Boogie’. Marcia then
slowed things down with ‘As You Walk Away’ and
that proved to be the last of the slow numbers as
she then proceeded to rock the night away with
her non stop repertoire including ‘Scene Of The
Crime’, ‘You Make Me Happy All The Time’, ‘Sing
It One More Time Like That’, ‘I Love You’ and
‘Sweet Louisiana’ which allowed her band to really
show their class with a superb arrangement.

The first in a series from Ace highlighting the
output of arguably the U.K.’s most influential
rhythm’n’blues/soul label with avid record collector
Guy Stevens (1943-1981) at the helm for some

The clock was ticking on but no way was Marcia
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three years (1964-67 – as an active label it
spanned the years 1963-1968). Rob Finnis’ notes
tell the Sue label story with customary panache
and various London club-goers of the mid-sixties
(our good buddy Cliff White among them)
remember the legendary Scene club and Stevens’
involvement in it. The Sue label, distributed by
Chris Blackwell’s Island label, was truly diverse in
its releases, encompassing Rock'n'Roll (Larry
Williams, Frankie Ford), rhythm’n’blues (Derek
Martin, Bobby Parker, Wilbert Harrison), jazz
(Mary Lou Williams, Ernestine Anderson, Jimmy
McGriff), soul (the Manhattans, Billy Preston, the
Fascinations) and even pop (Doug Sheldon).

of which were produced by Gary Paxton) that
appeared on one or two different labels. To the
Flip items first and when Richard first recorded an
original composition, ‘Louie, Louie’, in 1956 he
couldn’t possibly have imagined that the song
would become one of the most influential
rhythm’n’blues recordings of all time and yield so
many cover versions in a variety of musical styles
(ref: ‘The Louie Louie Files’ I reviewed in this mag
some time back). ‘Have Love Will Travel’ must
surely run a close second in popularity terms at
the moment with the rockin’ Kats and Kittens,
being as it is a popular stroller. Also in strolling
mode is ‘No Kissin' And A-Huggin’. There’s some
nice ballads in this set and I especially liked the
Jesse Belvin-ish ‘You're The Girl’; of those ballads
with a bluesier tinge I liked ‘Sweet Sugar You’
most of all. ‘Heaven On Wheels’ (credited to
Richard Berry and the Lockettes) is a nice, busy
rocker, while the treatment of the standard ‘You
Are My Sunshine’ is highly individual and
extremely effective. ‘Besame Mucho’ is a LatinAmerican classic of many years standing and both
the Coasters and Ben E King have cut great
versions for Atlantic. Berry’s, too, is worthy of
note, very sinuous. The last 14 songs in this
generous 30-tracker date from 1961-63 and the
issued sides appeared on K&G, Paxley, Warner
Brothers and Smash. The four previously
unreleased items, ‘Well Done’, ‘Weep No More’,
‘Tell Me Why’ and ‘Dreams Of An Angel’ were
produced by Gary Paxton of Hollywood Argyles
fame and three of the four are piano/vocal demos.
The odd man out, ‘Tell Me Why’, has more than a
touch of ‘Have Love Will Travel’ about it. The nonFlip sides generally lack the fire of their
predecessors but are still very likeable; I
particularly enjoyed ‘Walk Right In’ (not that ‘Walk
Right In’) delivered in Brook Benton mode. So, a
great tribute by Ace to a fine artist and, having met
him on one occasion, a truly fine gentleman.

Practically all that we
hear on this first
volume, however, is
R&B, and top quality
stuff at that. The story
begins with Inez and
Charlie of course, and
further classics abound
in
this
26-tracker,
among them Elmore,
Bobby Parker, Wilbert Harrison and Phil
Upchurch. It’s especially great to see the original
cut of ‘Little Piece Of Leather’ on CD for the first
time as far as I can gather. Great sound and
general presentation again from Ace and you can
be sure that further releases in this series will be
looked at.

Richard Berry - Have Louie Will Travel: the
1956-62 recordings – Ace CDCHD 977
Louie, Louie | No Kissin' And A-Huggin | You're The
Girl | Rock Rock Rock (This Dance Is Crazy) | I'll Never
Love Again | Sweet Sugar You | Somewhere There's A
Rainbow | You Look So Good | Take The Key And
Open Up My Heart | Heaven On Wheels | You Are My
Sunshine | The Mess Around | Besame Mucho | Do I,
Do I, Do I | Have Love Will Travel | No Room | In A
Real Big Way | Well Done | I Want You To Be My Girl |
It's All Right | Weep No More | Everybody's Got A Love
But Me | Tell Me Why | Dreams Of An Angel | Give It
Up | I'm Your Fool | What Good Is A Heart | Empty
Chair | I'm Learning | Walk Right In

Jimmy Cavello – Rock the Joint! The
Collection 1951-73 – Blue Wave 146
Rock The Joint | Leave Married Women Alone | I Got
Eyes For You | Ha Ha Ha Blues | Soda Shoppe Rock |
That’s The Groovy Thing | Rock, Rock, Rock | The Big
Beat | Foot Stompin' | Ooh-Wee | Let 'Em Roll | I’m
With You | Yo-Yo Baby | Teenage Lover | Dream Toy |
Cherry Pie | Rock, Rock, Rock (Live) | Don’t Move Me
No More | Blue Turnin’ Grey Over You | Chicken Talk |
School Days | Fanny Brown | Early In The Morning |
Hold Me In Your Arms | Too Many Heartaches | Busted
– Crying Time (Medley) | I Can’t Turn You Loose |
Here’s That Rainy Day | La La

This
excellent
release sits nicely
alongside
Ace’s
earlier collection of
Richard
Berry
material,
namely
“Get Out Of The
Car”, released in
1992 and which
featured the Modern
recordings of 195355. “Have Louie Will
Travel” covers not only Berry’s three-year tenure
at Flip records but some early ‘60s rarities (some

Those of you who, like me, saw and enjoyed the
two shows, at Rhythm Riot last year and at
Hemsby this year, by the superb Jimmy Cavello
will be thrilled to bits at this CD collection that
gathers together all Jimmy’s known recordings
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between 1951 and 1973. Of course, his “greatest
hits” are here. ‘The Big Beat’ and ‘Rock, Rock,
Rock’ (the latter reprised by way of a live version
from Alan Freed’s radio show in 1956) that were
so memorably featured in the “Rock, Rock, Rock”
movie. Jimmy is, amazingly, now 77 years young
and, as shown by his live shows, still possesses
considerable vitality. Interestingly, not only was
Cavello the first artist to cover Jimmy Preston’s
R&B hit of 1949, ‘Rock The Joint’ before Bill
Haley, but he and his band the Houserockers
were the first white Rock'n'Roll act to play
Harlem’s famed Apollo Theatre. In the earliest
pre-Coral recordings Jimmy’s love for black
rhythm’n’blues certainly presents itself in
comparison to the slicker recordings on Coral and
beyond. Of particular note among the Corals is
1957’s ‘Foot Stompin', a wildie very much in the
Joe Houston/Red Prysock bag. Of the early ‘60s
cuts I loved the chugging ‘Fanny Brown’ best of
all; this one evokes the spirit of Jimmy’s good
friend Wynonie Harris. Unfortunately, the most
recent recordings didn’t excite too much, except
the spirited version of Fats’ ‘La La’. An important
release for fans of the Freddie Bell/Sam Butera
type of Rock'n'Roll and available from Blue Wave
Records at 3221 Perryville Road, Baldwinsville
Road,
New
York,
13027,
e-mail
bluewave@localnet.com or check the website at
www.bluewaverecords.com.

The Planet Rockers have, for many years now,
been one of the premier rockabilly “revival” bands
in the States but, live-wise, they’ve always eluded
me until now. Lead singer Sonny George and
guitar man Eddie Angel were joined by the
bassman and drummer from the German band
Smokestack Lightnin’ and together they served up
some choice rockin’ sounds; a mixture of band
favourites such as ‘Spin My Wheels’, ‘Billy
Thunder’, ‘King Fool’, ‘Get It On Big Daddy’, ‘Mr
Engineer’, ‘Truck Driver’s Rock’ and ‘One Horse
Town’, not forgetting Eddie’s spellbinding guitar
feature ‘Rampage’, plus some all-time classics
like Johnny Horton’s ‘Got The Bull By The Horns’,
Wynn Stewart’s ‘Come On’ and Ike Turner’s
‘Trouble Up The Road’. Superb stuff all the way.

Festival reports
(part 1)

First American headliner tonight was another Sun
legend, Jack Earls, who for the next hour and
something treated us to a great set of rockabilly
and a little country thrown in for good measure.
‘Slow Down’, ‘Hey Jim’, ‘Flip, Flop And Fly’, ‘Take
Me To That Place’, ‘Sign On The Dotted Line’,
‘Let’s Bop’, ‘They Can’t Keep Me From You’, ‘She
Knows How To Rock Me’, ‘My Gal Mary Ann’, ‘Roll
Over Beethoven’, ‘Crawdad Hole’ and ‘A Fool For
Lovin’ You’ among many others were all delivered
with rockin’ spirit, proving that Jack sure can (still)
rock ‘em. Great guy too.

Live music for Saturday commenced for me with
the talented Charlie Thompson, late of the Blue
Star Boys, and he presented a fine set of
rockabilly and early ‘50s hillbilly sounds including
the Lonesome Drifters’ ‘Teardrop Valley’, Hank’s
‘Why Don’t You Love Me’, Jimmy and Johnny’s
‘Sweet Love On My Mind’, Webb Pierce’s ‘In The
Jailhouse Now’, ‘Look At That Moon’, Tommy
Spurlin’s ‘Hang Loose’, Glen Glenn’s ‘Kathleen’
and a great version of Slim Whitman’s ‘Indian
Love Call’. Charlie finished with a great take on
‘Mule Skinner Blues’, cementing his reputation as
one of the U.K.’s finest boppin’ country cats.

Hi Kats and Kittens! The first report in this series
th
comes from Pontins in Camber where the 8
th
Rockabilly Rave took place, between the 5 and
th
7 of March. The first live action for me on Friday
was provided by Mars Attacks, whose members
come from Switzerland and Austria. Included in
their enjoyable set were Carl Perkins’ ‘You Can
Do No Wrong’, Jimmy Pritchitt’s ‘That’s The Way I
Feel’, Johnny Carroll’s ‘Crazy, Crazy Lovin’ and
Johnny Burnette’s ‘Your Baby Blue Eyes’.

Deke Dickerson and the Ecco-Fonics’ set was
preceded by a few songs by American Eddie
Clendenning, trying to look and sound as much
like ’56 Elvis as possible. In that guise he was
okay but I’d like to see Eddie Clendenning be
Eddie Clendenning as opposed to an Elvis
copyist.

The band remained on stage to back the
evening’s first American headliner, the ever
youthful Sonny Burgess who got straight down to
business with a stompin’ take on Hank Hiram’s
‘Move It On Over’. Many of Burgess’ Sun classics
were featured including ‘Prisoner’s Song’, ‘Find My
Baby For Me’, ‘We Wanna Boogie’, ‘Sadie’s Back
In Town’ and ‘Red Headed Woman’. ‘60s Pacers
drummer Bobby Crafford sat in on a couple of
songs, vocalising on versions of Clarence Henry’s
‘Ain’t Got No Home’ and, curiously, ‘Wooly Bully’.
With his exuberance on stage, Sonny Burgess
sure whipped up the crowd throughout his set,
with several young ladies clambering on-stage to
sing off-mike with him.

Introduced by Big Sandy,
Deke Dickerson came on
to wild applause and, with
the aid of the Ecco-Fonics,
demonstrated
his
considerable guitar-pickin’
technique on things like
‘Tally-Ho’, Autry Inman’s ‘It
Would Be A Doggone Lie’,
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Buddy and Bob’s ‘Gotta Get You Near Me Blues’,
another appearance for ‘Red Headed Woman’
and ‘Look At That Moon’, ‘Let’s Take The Long
Way Home Tonight’, ‘Mexicali Rose’ and ‘Merle’s
Boogie’ in which each of the Ecco-Fonics got a
chance to shine. Deke himself was featured to
great effect on the ‘Rockin’ Gypsy’ and Rimsky
Korsakov’s ‘Flight Of The Bumble Bee’. An
exciting set all-in-all from one of the leading
revivalists on the American scene.

purloined it, ‘Raunchy’. A good, easy rockin’ show,
rounding out the 2004 Rockabilly Rave in some
style and it concludes this report.
Next issue, in addition to reflecting on Hemsby 32,
I’ll give you a little summing-up of the recent blues
festival at Burnley Mechanics Theatre. Dig ya
later!



Sunday afternoon saw me check out a set by
Germany’s Smokestack Lightnin’, a band who
mix rockabilly with country and achieve a tight,
disciplined sound. Many less obvious songs in
their choice of covers with things like the Beatles’
‘Run For Your Life’, Junior Brown’s ‘Highway
Patrol’, Dylan’s ‘Don’t Think Twice, It’s Alright’,
John Hartford’s ‘Gentle On My Mind’, ‘Man Of
Constant Sorrow’, Rodney Crowell’s ‘Leavin’
Louisiana In Broad Daylight’ and (with a guest
appearance by Mouse) Tony Joe White’s ‘Polk
Salad Annie’. Very interesting show and these
guys are well worth catching.







Houserockers - Gig Guide
Also dates for the Delta Kings Blues Band

Backed
by
Mars
Attacks, the original
Ranch Girls did a fine
set Sunday evening,
looking real cute and
singing the likes of
‘Way Down Yonder In
New Orleans’, ‘Sweet
Thang’, ‘Pal Of My
Lonely Hour’, ‘Real
Woman’, ‘Big Arm’,
‘Dance To The Bop’,
‘Hey Sheriff’ and ‘Hot
Rod’. Mars Attacks
also did a mid-way
instrumental, a romp
through Phil Upchurch’s ‘You Can’t Sit Down’.

Try their website at www.houserockers.co.uk

June 2004
Friday 18th

Houserockers
Birds Nest
32, Deptford Church St, London SE8 4RZ



Saturday 19th

The Drill Hall
Denne Road, Horsham, West Sussex
Afternoon gig at Rockabilly All Dayer



Saturday 19th

The Metro Club
19-23 Oxford Street, London WC1

Finally, Jimmy Lee Fautheree made his U.K.
debut as the main headlining act that night,
accompanied superbly by Deke Dickerson and the
Ecco-Fonics. Jimmy was a little subdued this
night; he wasn’t feeling too good as it turned out,
but he certainly put on the best show he could
under the circumstances. Encouraged by Deke,
Jimmy turned out nice versions of ‘Love Bug’, ‘I’m
Diggin’ A Hole’, ‘Knockin’ On Your Door’,
‘Overdue’, ‘If You Don’t Want Somebody Else’,
‘Baby It’s Love’, ‘Go Ahead And Go’, ‘Sweet
Singin’ Daddy’, ‘Drink Up And Go Home’, ‘Til The
End Of The World’, ‘Boxful Of Git’, ‘White Lightnin’
and ‘I’m Moving On’. Of course he performed the
songs he was famous for; ‘Sweet Love On My
Mind’ and ‘Can’t Find The Doorknob’ plus a song
he felt he should have been famous for as the
tune was originally his before Bill Justis allegedly



Sunday 20th

Erith Working Mens Club


Saturday 26th

Danny Fisher & The Houserockers
Chislehurst
Details to follow

July 2004
Saturday 3rd

Wildest Cats In Town 5
Summer Weekender
Pontins, Pakefield Holiday Centre, London Road (A12),
Kessingland, Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33 7PF
Backing up Frankie Ford
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Islington Academy
nd
Tuesday 22 June (£10)
Jim White

Sunday 4th

Wildest Cats In Town 5
Summer Weekender

Hammersmith Apollo
nd
rd
Tuesday/Wednesday 22 /23 June (£25)
Ben Harper

Pontins, Pakefield Holiday Centre, London Road (A12),
Kessingland, Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33 7PF
Houserockers Gig



Astoria, Charing Cross Road
rd
Wednesday 23 June (£10)
Longview

Thursday 15th

Cardinal Wolsey
Hampton Court

Wembley Arena
rd
Wednesday 23 June (£25)
Sheryl Crow



Friday 16th

Houserockers
Birds Nest

ULU
rd
Wednesday 23 June (£17.50)
Television

32, Deptford Church St, London SE8 4RZ



Royal Albert Hall
rd
th
Wednesday/Thursday 23 /24 June (£25/£40)
Jeff Beck

Thursday 22nd

St Moritz
Wardour Street, Soho, W1



St Paul’s Cathedral
th
Thursday 24 June (£10/£35)
Ladysmith Black Mambazo

Saturday 24th

Prince of Wales
High Street, Strood, Kent

Astoria, Charing Cross Road
th
Thursday 24 June (£16.50)
UFO



Saturday 31st

East Finchley Constitutional Club

Brixton Academy
th
th
Thursday/Friday 24 /25 June (£20)
Orbital

Park Road (off High Road), East Finchley, London









Hammersmith Apollo
th
Friday 25 June (£22.75/£32.50)
Alicia Keys

The Buzz

Royal Festival Hall
th
th
Friday/Saturday 25 /26 June (£35)
Morrissey

Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods'
round up of gigs where you
really need to show your face.

Barbican
th
Saturday 26 June (£12.50/£25)
Hugh Masekela and Jazz All Stars

The Fleadh, Finsbury Park
th
Sunday 20 June (£38.50)
Bob Dylan, Counting Crows + many more

Glastonbury
th
th
Saturday/Sunday 26 /27 June (£112)
Oasis – Kings Of Leon – Paul McCartney – P J
Harvey – James Brown – many more

The Hop Farm Country Park, Kent
th
Sunday 20 June (£60)
Elton John – Scissor Sisters

Hammersmith Apollo
th
Sunday 27 June (£25)
Alice Cooper

Royal Festival Hall
th
Sunday 20 June (£20/£25)
Nancy Sinatra - Linder

Borderline, Manette Street
th
th
Monday/Tuesday 28 /29 June (£20)
Tony Joe White

Royal Albert Hall
st
Monday 21 June (£25/£40)
Trinute to the late, great Lonnie Donegan
Van Morrison – Mark Knopfler – Billy Bragg
and many surprise guests

Hammersmith Apollo
th
th
Tuesday/Wednesday 29 /30 June (£32.50)
Jamie Cullum

Queen Elizabeth Hall
nd
Tuesday 22 June (£20/£25)
Ilham Al Madfai

Royal Albert Hall
th
Wednesday 30 June (£27.50/£37.50)
Bonnie Raitt
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Barbican
nd
Friday 2 July (£20/£35)
Herbie Hancock – Wayne Shorter

Astoria, Charing Cross Road
th
th
Saturday/Sunday 10 /11 July (£20)
Marillion

Hammersmith Apollo
nd
Friday 2 July (£28.50)
James Brown

Barbican
th
Monday 12 July (£12.50/£25)
Chick Corea

Royal Festival Hall
nd
Friday 2 July (£45)
Chuck Berry & Jerry Lee Lewis

Hammersmith Apollo
th
Monday 12 July (£30/£35)
Patti LaBelle

Pontin’s Seaside Holiday Village,
Pakefield, Lowestoft, Suffolk
nd
th
Friday to Monday 2 to 5 July (various)

Jazz Café, Camden Town
th
Tuesday 13 July (£16.50)
Larry Carlton

THE WILDEST CAT IN TOWN 5

Kew Gardens
th
Thursday 15 July (£26)
The Commitments

The Comets – Frankie Ford Sonny Burgess – Jason D Williams
Crazy Cavan & The Rhythm Rockers, Graham
Fenton’s Matchbox, Ervin Travis & The
Virginians plus many more

Hyde Park
th
Thursday 15 July (£40/£85)
Simon and Garfunkel

Kenwood House, Hampstead
rd
Saturday 3 July (£TBA)
Jools Holland and his Rhythm’n’Blues
Orchestra

Royal Festival Hall
th
Thursday 15 July (£20/£27.50)
Todd Rundgren
Astoria, Charing Cross Road
th
Thursday 15 July (£13.50)
Wilco

Brixton Academy
rd
Saturday 3 July (£20)
Patti Smith
Islington Academy
th
Tuesday 6 July (£TBA)
Ben Kweller

Stoke Park, Guildford
th
th
th
Friday/Saturday/Sunday 16 /17 /18 July (£80)
Blondie – Simple Minds – Steve Harley – The
Levellers – UB40 – Beta Band – many more

100 Club, Oxford Street
th
Tuesday 6 July (£9)
Buck 65

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Saturday 17 July (£27.50)
Al Jarreau

Barbican
th
Tuesday 6 July (£12.50/£25)
Chick Corea

Brixton Academy
th
Saturday 17 July (£25)
Stray Cats

Wembley Arena
th
Wednesday 7 July (£29.50)
Lenny Kravitz

Mean Fiddler
th
Saturday 17 July (£17.50)
Fine Young Cannibals

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Wednesday 7 July (£17.50)
Suzanne Vega

Ocean, Hackney
th
Saturday 17 July (£15)
George Clinton and Parliament Funkadelic

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Thursday 8 July (£25)
Buddy Guy

Ealing Town Hall
th
Saturday 17 July (£10)
The Rimshots

Brixton Academy
th th
Thursday/Friday 8 /9 July (£27.50)
Massive Attack

Ronnie Scott’s, Frith Street, Soho
th
Sunday 18 July (£35)
John Mayall and his Blues Breakers

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Friday 9 July (£18.50)
Jimmy Cliff

Lock 17, Camden Town
th
Sunday 18 July (£12.50)
Desmond Dekker

Wembley Arena
th
Saturday 10 July (£32.50)
st
The Doors 21 Century

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Tuesday 20 July (£22.50)
Dr John
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Saturday £35.00, Sunday £20.00

Shepherds Bush Empire
st
Wednesday 21 July (£16.50)
Cheap Trick

Little Richard with His Band - The Comets The Crickets - Charlie Gracie - Albert Lee and
Hogan’s Heroes - Terry Dene The Aces with
Brian Gregg and Clem Catini - Marty Wilde and
The Wildcats - Vince Eager and Rockola with
Guest Liquorice Locking - Jet Harris and The
Rapiers with Guest Cliff Hall - Bobby Cochran
- Mike Berry and The Outlaws - Rebel Dean Tommy Bruce and the Bruisers - Darrel
Higham and The Enforcers - Johnny Gentle The Firebirds - Marco Di Maggio and the
Astrophonix

Earl’s Court
nd
Thursday 22 July (£35)
James Taylor
Royal Festival Hall
th
th
Saturday/Sunday 24 /25 July (£35/£65)
Also July 27/28/30/31
Brian Wilson
Hammersmith Apollo
th
Monday 26 July (£45)
Melissa Etheridge
Epsom Downs Race Course
th
Thursday 29 July (£22)
Satus Quo

Cheques with s.a.e. to
Eddie Cochran Appreciation Society, c/o 41 Ashe
Crecent, Chippenham SN15 1RN
For more details call 01249 656350 or email
johnknight1@lineone.net

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
th
Thursday/Friday 29 /30 July (£17.50)
Gillian Welch

Eddie Cochran's brother Bill and sister Pat are considering an
invitation to attend the festival weekend which will be included
in filming for an international documentary based on the life
and music of Eddie Cochran.

Cambridge Folk Festival
th
st
Thursday-Sunday 29 July – 1 August (£74)
Jimmy Cliff - Gillian Welch – Louden
Wainwright III – Bert Jansch – The Levellers –
Beth Orton

'Tales From The Woods' subscriber from the
pretty Devonshire town of Barnstable, Mick Finch
recently contacted our hotline with a quite off the
wall, spooky story concerning a crack team of 20
ghost busters who were recently despatched to
the naval dockyard city of Plymouth. By all
accounts, hauntings there have reached fever
pitch with a whole lotta shrieking, screaming,
chain rattling, heavy metal objects being flung
around with total abandon, even cranes being
operated in the dead of the night despite not a
living soul being aboard, not surprisingly scaring
the workforce out of their wits. The culprits were
apparently 120 French prisoners of war who were
hung during the Napoleonic War.

Royal Festival Hall
th
Wednesday 4 August (£17.50/£22.50)
Lee Hazelwood
Hammersmith Apollo
th
Tuesday 17 August (£30)
Lou Reed
Reading Festival
th
th
Friday-Sunday 27 – 129 August (£45 per day)
The White Stripes – Morrissey – The Darkness
Graham Coxon – Ash – Green Day – Placebo
Franz Ferdinand – many more

The local city paper, the Plymouth Daily Echo has
been full of these haunting stories for months,
more recently giving considerable air time on both
local radio and T.V. involving many a phone-in
and interviews with dockyard workers recounting
first hand experiences of this supernatural
mayhem. A hard night’s work by the team of ghost
busters did the trick; doing whatever ghost busters
have to do, sprinkling holy water around the place,
a few prayers chanted, no doubt involving a little
pagan dancing, the odd wicker basket, an
exorcism or three, the sacrifice of various
chickens etc. Whatever, the hauntings stopped
virtually overnight, end of story. Well, not quite.

Underworld, Camden Town
th
Thursday 9 September (£12)
Arthur Brown
UCL, Bloomsbury
st
Tuesday 21 September (£18.50)
Janis Ian

UCL, Bloomsbury
th

th

Tuesday/Wednesday 28 /29 September
st
rd
Also Friday-Sunday 1 – 3 October (£25)

Ray Davies

A few weeks passed before out of the blue came
a call to a local radio phone-in, the caller claiming
to be William Huskisson, the long dead Member
of Parliament who holds the unfortunate record of
being the first railway fatality, mowed down by
Stephenson’s Rocket in 1830. Nowadays he’s
kept pretty busy as the president of the Ghost

Eddie Cochran
Rock'n'Roll Weekend
th

th

Friday-Sunday 24 - 26 September
Bargain Weekend Ticket £70.00, Friday £25.00,
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Preservation Society. The outraged Huskisson
fumed on air about how 120 of his members had
been made homeless, destroying a close-knit
community who were all forced to split up into
small groups and search for new homes to haunt.
“What harm did they do, just simply wanting to
spend all eternity having a bit of fun?” Huskisson
raged. The radio phone-in jock was, not
surprisingly, sceptical of his spooky caller but as
much as he wanted to he could not or would not
ridicule him for the benefit of his no doubt
bemused listeners. The call-in jock is well known
for his short fuse, not one to suffer fools gladly,
fond of expressing his often controversial views
but has chosen for reasons best known to himself
not to mention his encounter with Huskisson
either on air or in private since.

was Moses who gave birth to Jesus; obviously a
close affinity with the Hindus who believe that their
messiah would be born unto a man. Jesus in turn
did not rise after the third day as held in general
Christian wisdom but in fact was reincarnated
some six centuries later as the prophet
Mohammed.
The downside to a heathen like me suggests that
having three days a week of devout worship,
which is obviously the case, must prove
exhausting. A converted former dockyard
warehouse, turned into part synagogue/part
mosque/part church, is where the now pious
Eddie spends much of his day. No doubt Eddie
must strike quite a pose wandering the streets of
Grimsby in his sandals, long brown cloth robe,
skull cap and his rapidly developing flowing white
beard. One thing is for sure; you can rely on us
here at 'Tales From The Woods' headquarters to
keep you informed of further developments.

Many of our more veteran subscribers who have
stayed loyal since TFTW first made its hesitant
steps into the world 41 issues ago will recall the
article yours truly conceived concerning that North
London Rock'n'Roll icon Eddie Sheldon, the man
who gave it all up in the early sixties to marry,
settle down, move north and spend the remainder
of his working life at a fish finger factory in
Grimsby. The amazing detective work conducted
by TFTW enabled us to find our lost hero enjoying
a pint of bitter in his favourite watering hole in
Cleethorpes. Inspired by our fledgling magazine,
Eddie wanted to put on his Rock'n'Roll shoes and
tread those boards once again. As you may
remember, we were even able to track down
Eddie’s backing band from those far off days, the
Prowlers, arranging for a reunion beer at the
legendary Dublin Castle in Camden Town,
allowing Eddie to travel to his native London for
the first time in many a long year.

'Tales From The Web'
As I type this, the Artful Dodger should be typing
away, improving and updating the 'Tales From
The Woods' website. If you wanna take a look, the
web address is;
www.tftw.freeuk.com
Keep your eyes peeled for further developments.

I’m sure you will all want to join me in wishing the
best of luck and prosperity to veteran and prolific
'Tales From The Woods' contributor Neil Foster
whose book ‘Cradle Of Rock’ should be on the
shelves of all good book shops near you. Thanks
for the review copies Neil – reading it right now.

Despite all the best intentions, nothing ever came
of it; it seemed that the man with the greying
ducktail had settled back into gentle obscurity. Not
quite… we underestimated his determination. He
found a bunch of local rockabilly lads and was
soon performing in pubs around his Lincolnshire
home with the New Prowlers. Just weeks ago he
was thrilled to bits to find himself and his new
young band headlining at the prestigious annual
Crab Scratching Ball held at the Fishmonger’s
Hall, Grimsby.

'Tales From The Woods' subscriber George
Brown of Margate, Kent informs us that he has a
number of 78 rpm records for sale at around £1
each. For the full list and further details you can
contact George weekdays only, between 19:00
and 22:00 on 01843 294741.

Back issues of 'Tales From The Woods' (which I
like to think of as Collector’s Items) are available,
although some issues have depleted rapidly over
the past months… when they are gone, they are
gone, never to be copied again. So if any of you
loyal subscribers or compulsive collectors need
any back issues you need to be pretty quick off
the mark. Back issues are sold at two for £1.
Infant issues (1 to 6) are available, in annual form
only, at a near giveaway price of a mere £1.10.
Contact via the usual channels.

What happened next would be hard to believe; in
fact, had I not heard it from the lady who has been
at his side for so many years I would doubt it too.
By all accounts, something life changing
happened to him within days of his successful gig.
Like so many Rock'n'Rollers of a certain age he
underwent a religious experience and has since
been inducted into a little known but burgeoning
religious cult who claim to be Judaic-Islamic-Anglo
Christian fundamentalists, their belief being that it
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Ken Major is extending an open invitation to
everybody who wants to help him celebrate the
end to his days of dragging himself out of bed to
go to work.
Ken tells us, “The traditional BT drink-up on the
th
Wednesday (July 28 ) will be at the White Hart
pub (formerly The Scream) on the corner of Drury
Lane and High Holborn from mid afternoon until
late; everybody is welcome.
th

“On the Friday (July 30 ) the birthday bash will be
at the Royal George pub, Goslett Yard, Charing
Cross Road. This is between the Borderline club
and the Astoria opposite Tin Pan Alley (Denmark
St/Place). The downstairs room has been
reserved from 6pm - 1am but probably won't have
a barman till 7.30, many different flavoured crisps
are supplied as buffet. I have booked James
Hunter with his 5-piece band and there will be a
surprise guest musician!

It was pointed out by the editor that Calum ‘Grunge’
Russell is moving in very eclectic circles, pictured
here with Jack Nicholson. Later investigations
revealed we may have been duped when “Jack”
was spotted photographing trains at the local
station and answering to the name of Peter
Checksfield.

“This will be a good opportunity for you to take the
day off work, fill up your wallet, escort the ladies
around the shops, carry their shopping including
your CDs, treat yourselves to a slap up meal,
theatre matinee, Royal George, then dawn taxi to
your Park Lane hotel! Seriously let's see the
ladies!

Gang Meet Up
will be on Friday

June 25th at the

Plough, Little Russell Street, Bloomsbury
(nearest tube Russell Square – for further
details/directions contact Keith Woods via
the usual channels or Waxo Wilkinson on
01402 219179) from 18:30 hours onwards.
Depart for a meal at approx. 20:15. I look
forward to seeing as many of you as
possible.

Ken considering purchasing his retirement home

Have a great month.

Health Warning:
“The room (I am reliably informed) holds 70, but in
my opinion only if we are all considered skinny
sardines! July could be hot, it's a Friday night, a
basement room and the West End and pubs will
be brimming. I paced the room out as 10 X 13
paces. If there is a good turnout I believe we may
spill out to the bar upstairs and probably in the
street. There are tables and sofas, there is no
stage as such and we have a 5-piece band and
dancing is allowed!!

Keith Woods


“It’s important that I get a RSVP with numbers in
your party either on 020 7728 7096 or 020 8366
7168 or at ken.major@bt.com. TFTW staff
especially welcome. Also please advise preferred
flavour of crisps (mine is Crushed Beatles
flavour).”







The happy band of wanderers in the States –
Bernard, Keith, Andy, Martyn. Ken
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June Jollification – Lee Wilkinson
Mr Angry – John Howard
Meet Up Review 2 – Alan Lloyd
Meet Up Review 2 – Tony Papard
Marffa’s Muffins – Matt Slade
Waxo’s Tit Bits – Tony Wilkinson

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club

Age Of The Dinosaurs – Tony Papard
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Internet: www.americanmusicmagazine.com
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